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detailto make assessmentsof (1) the abilityto simulateflight resultsusing
wind tunneland outdoor (turbulencecontrolled)acoustictest data and (2) the
predictionof the far field tonal noise directivelyusing internalblade and
vane mountedinstrumentation.The data sets utilizedto performthese
analyseswere obtainedfrom variousNASA or NASA-sponsoredtestprogramsat
the NASA Ames 40 x 80 Foot Wind Tunnel,the NASA Ames OutdoorTest Facilityo
and at the NASA WallopsIslandFlightTest Center.
The initial task of projecting the simulated flight data to particular
flight configurations involved a variety of corrections and adjustments each
of which may have introduced added uncertainty. These uncertainties were not
dealt with in this program, and thus the methodology associated With these
projections represents state-of-the-art techniques. The projections
themselves were performed using averaging techniques which attempt to produce
minimized statistical errors, i.e., ±0.5 dB. The flight data to which the
projections are compared was analyzed in time segments of 0.2 seconds which
yields adequate narrowband resolution to make useful narrowband comparisons.
Four microphones were ensemble-averaged to improve the statistical errors
associated with this form of data analysis.
The results of these comparisons demonstrated that at subsonic
conditions the broadband energy of the projected (flight simulated) data was
typically on the order of 3 dB higher for wind tunnel cases and 5 dB higher
for outdoor turbulence control cases when the fan was operating at subsonic
tip speeds and over the angular range from 40 to 70°. For the projected
results the tone energy associated with the fan blade passing frequency was,
. in general, higher at angles of 50° to 90° and lower for angles less than
50°. Generally the wind tunnel agreement was superior to the outdoor TCS
agreement.
At supersonic fan tip speeds the Blade Passage Frequency (BPF) tone was
considerably higher for the flight case than the projected results, while the






The measurement of aircraft flyover noise data which exhibits
. significant differences in characteristics from that obtained under static
conditions has led to an expanded research effort toward understanding these
differences. Directly related to the problem of what caused the observed
noise differences between flight and static testing is the question of what
. techniquesto use to simulateflight. The researcheffortto date has
produced informationsuggestingthat inflowturbulenceis the primarycause of
the observeddifferencesbetweenstaticand flightfan sourcenoise. Thus,
in-flowturbulencecontroldevicesand wind tunnelsare being utilizedto
attemptto simulatein-flowturbulencecharacteristicsthat the fan would
encounterin flight. This shouldin turn allow the fan to generatenoise on
the groundwhich is similarto that generatedin flight.
A detailed understanding of the flight effects and flight simulation
techniques can proceed only as rapidly as an adequate acoustic data base
becomes available and understood. In the past, systematic far-field noise
data obtained from controlled research tests of fully instrumented engines
operated under several test environments, i.e., static, simulated flight and
flight, has been difficult to obtain. However, as a result of the recent NASA
OV-IB program and several other test programs, such acoustic data sets on the
JTI5D engine have become available. Therefore, an evaluation of the flight
effect differences and flight simulation capabilities utilizing this important
data base appear to be timely and appropriate.
. The overallobjectiveof this effortwas to conducta limited
assessmentof the detailednoise characteristicsof the JTI5D engine
- representing flight simulation capabilities of variousnon-flight test
techniques. This was accomplished through systematic analyses of severalsets
of measuredfar-field acoustic data and blade mountedtransducer(BMT) data
alreadyobtainedby NASA and by the GeneralElectricCo. under NASA-sponsored
programson the JT15D engine. Specifically,the use of an in-flowturbulence
controlstructure(TCS)and the use of two differentinletgeometriestested
in the NASA Ames 12 x 24 m wind tunnelwere evaluatedfor their flight
simulationcapabilities.
3
The analysis and comparison of data obtained from two test
environments, static with TCS and wind tunnel, was performed. The data
comparisons utilize measurements obtained with a hardwall diffusing inlet and
both a treated and an untreated bypass exhaust duct. Flight effects and
simulation capabilities were initially determined through analysis and
comparison of far-field acoustic data in terms of conventional parameters,
e.g., spectral and directivity characteristics. To the extent practical, BMT
data were analyzed as appropriate to lend added understanding to the possible
causesof observedfar-fieldnoise differencesassociatedwith the different
test environments. The statisticalsignificanceof each data set was analyzed
to verify that conclusionsreachedusing the above comparisonswere soundly
based.
Findings concerning flight effects and simulation capabilities will be
reviewed and discussed in terms of available theories and prior data regarding
in-flow turbulence and aerodynamically induced distortion effects, convective
amplification effects (dynamic) associated with acoustic source types,
possible effects due to inlet designs and other propagation and installation
effects. The anomalies identified in the tunnel data will be examined
in-depth to determine, where possible, relative refraction and reflective
effects or other effects that may be significant.
It is anticipated that accomplishment of the objectives of this program
will assist NASA in conducting the final comprehensive determination of the
adequacy of current flight simulation techniques. The potential for future





" 3.1 TEST FACILITIES
- The test NASA facilitiesutilizedto performthe acousticevaluations
which comprisethis studywere locatedat MoffetField,California:Hampton,
" Virginia;and WallopsIsland,Virginia. The test programswere all performed
using a JTI5D turbofanengineto make the data sets compatible. The test
effortswere directedtowardthe abilityto simulateflightacousticsin wind
tunneland outdoortest environments.
3.1.1 NASA WALLOPSISLANDFLIGHTTEST CENTER
The flighttests of the JTIbD turbofanengineinstalledon an aircraft
were accomplishedat the NASA WallopsIslandFllghtTest Centerlocatedin
WallopsIsland,Virginia. A typicalflightprofilefor the testingis
displayedin Figure 3-1. The Wallopsfacilitypossessedthe capabilityto
track the aircraftpositionvery preciselyusing an FPS-16radar in
conjunctionwith a co-locatinglaser. The systemfocusedon a laserreflector
locatedin a fairingdirectlyunder the nose of the aircraftand providedan
estimatedaccuracyof ±15.2 cm (6 in) in range and 0.I milliradianin angle.
3.1.2 NASA-ARC40 x 80 FOOT WIND TUNNEL
The simulated-flightests were conductedin the Large-Scale40 x 80
• Foot Wind Tunnel at the Ames ResearchCenter (ARC). A plan-viewsketchof the
40 x 80 is shown in Figure3-2. This facilityhas the capability,with an
engine installedin the test section,to simulateflightspeedsup to 91 m/s
(300 ft/s). However,due to the fact that the wind tunnelis a closed-circuit
facility,operationof an enginewith the wind off circulatesairflowaround
the circuitcreatin_a minimumforwardvelocityrange of 4 m/s (13.5ft/s) to
8 m/s (26.3ft/s),dependingon the fan airflow. The wind-offoperation
providedquasi-staticconditionsof a low speed flow acrossthe test section.
500' - I000' AGL
400' - 800' AGL 3/4 - i-1/2 I'/M 50")'-- i000' AGL
3-5NM __
y
300' AGL Test Runway' ,
i0 28 Climb to
Downwind,
AGL = above ground level Altitude
NM = Nautical Miles
Figure 3-1. Typical Flight Profile for 300 ft. Flyover.
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Figure 3-2. NASA-ARC 40 by 80 Wind Tunnel.
The use of the 40 by 80 for previousacoustictestingwas significantly
enhancedby liningthe floor and part of the walls of the test sectionwith a
7.62-cm(3-inch)layer of polyurethanefoam. The foammat virtuallyremoved
reverberantreflectionsfrom the noise data at all frequenciesabove 500 Hz.
To ensureconsistencyin the noise measurements,the same foamwas placedon
the groundbetweenthe microphoneand the engineduringoutdoorstatictests.
3.1.3 NASA-ARCOUTDOORTEST STAND
Outdoorstatictests were performedon the NASA-ARClarge-scale
aerodynamicstest stand. These tests were conductedduringearly morning
hours to take advantageof calm wind conditionsand to avoid backgroundnoise
contaminationfrom an active runwayadjacentto the test site. A plan-view
sketchof the test stand is shown in Figure 3-3. The operations,which
includethe engine operator'sconsoleand data acquisitionsystems,are housed
undergroundto providea reflection-freetest-bedfor acousticmeasurements.
3.2 TEST VEHICLE
3.2.1 JTI5D TURBOFANENGINE
The test vehiclesuppliedby ARC was a modifiedJTI5D turbofanengine;
a cross sectionis shown in Figure3-4. The physicaland aerodynamic
parametersfor the modifiedJTI5D engine are listedin Table 3-1. The JTI5D
is a moderatebypass ratio enginewith a single-stage,supersonictip speed
fan. With regard to forwardradiatedfan noise, the JTI5D has many of the
design featuresincorporatedinto the approximatelyfour-times-largermodern
turbofanenginesin commercialservice. Featuressuch as the absenceof inlet
guide vanes (IGV's),large spacingbetweenthe fan blades and outletguide
vanes (OGV's),and at least twice as many OGV's as fan bladesare common
design featuresbetweenthe JTISD and the CF6, JTgD, and RB211 turbofan
engines. The engineutilizedfor this seriesof testswas modifiedby ARC as
a result of the researchof Hodder (Reference3-1). The inlet temperature
sensorwas made flushwith the wall in order to eliminatethe tone noise from
the interactionof its wake with the fan blades. Also, the number of core
statorvanes was increasedand spacedfurtherdownstreamfrom the fan to
8








_:igure 3-3. NASA-ARC Test Stand.

























diminishthe impactof the fan blade wakes impingingon the vanes. The
increasein core vane numberproduceda cutoffof tonal noise generatedfrom
this interaction.
3.2.2 NACELLE,NOZZLE,AND MOUNTINGASSEMBLY
JTI5D engineused during the advancedinlet testingwas housed in a
specialquiet nacelledesignedby ARC engineers. The nacellewas completely
linedwith sound-absorbentmaterialto minimizethe radiationof enginecasing
noise to the forwardquadrant. Also designedby ARC engineerswas a new
co-annularnozzle systemfor the JT15D. The new fan nozzle includeda larger
exit area to providemore flow to accommodatethe operatingline studiesand
had both walls linedwith acoustictreatmentto suppressthe aft radiatedfan
noise. A cross sectionof the JT15D,with its nacelleand nozzle system,is
shown in Figure 3-5, and the completeassemblyis shown on the mount in Figure
3-6.
The mount is a leanedstrut that supportsthe engineassembly4.6 m
(15 ft) over the wind tunnelfloor as shown by the photo in Figure3-7. The
strut carriesall the plumbingand instrumentationlines to the engine
assemblyand is fastenedto a turntable. The axls of rotationis throughthe
fan face which allowsangle of attackto be accomplishedby rotatingthe
engine assemblyabout this verticalaxiswithoutchangingthe distancesfrom
the fan face to the noise measurementfield. The engineassemblyand its
mount were installedon a nonrotatingframeat the outdoortest stand to
duplicatethe wind tunnelsetup during outdoorstatictesting.
3.2.3 AIRCRAFT
Figures 3-8(a) and (b) show photographs of the modifiedOV-IB aircraft
which was used to performthe JT15D engine flighttests. Figure3-9 is a
sketchof the modifiedaircraftillustratingthe mountin_of the JTISD engine
under the right wing. The mountingstationnormallycarriesan auxiliaryfuel
tank; therefore,the existingfuel systemcouldbe used with onlyminor
modifications. Additionaldetailsregardingthe aircraftwith its JT15D
installedperformanceare providedin Reference3-2. The aircraftwas heavily





Figure 3-5. Modified NASA Test Engine Installed in theQuiet Nacelle.
40_by 8O C" I
° 4.6 m (15 ft)
62 cm (3 irO
- Foam Lining
on 40 by 80 Floor
Figure 3-6. JTl5D/Quiet Nacelle and Mount Assembly Schematic.
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Figure 3-9. Sketch of Test Aircraft Showing Location of JTI5D-! Engine.
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performance data. These data in addition to the high frequency dynamic data
were recorded using a complex on-board system which had its own signal
conditioning.
- 3.3 INLET CONFIGURATIONS
. 3.3.1 NASA INLET
- The inletutilizedhy NASA Langleyto performtheir flightand wind
tunneltests was basicallya CessnaCitationdesign. It possessedthe same
internalcontoursfrom the throatback while from the throatforwardto the
highlighta 2:1 ellipsewas used. From the highlightoutwardthe external
body followeda hi-superellipticalshape. A schematicof the inlet is shown
in Figure 3-10(a).
3.3.2 G.E. INLET CONFIGURATIONS .%
The inlethardwaretestedin this programwas fabricatedunder the
supervisionof the GeneralElectricCo. The aerodynamicand mechanical
designswere providedby GeneralElectric,as was the acoustictreatment
design. The inletswere selectedto he representativeof conventional
commercialengines,apart from advancedaerodynamicconceptsand advanced
acoustictreatmentdesigns. The aerodynamicdesignpoints for all inletsare
listedin Table 3-2. The throatMach number listedfor each inlet is the
one-dimensionalcalculationbased on airflowand physicalarea. The acoustic
designgoals for the programwere to achievemaximumperceivednoise level
(PNL)suppressionwhen scaledto largerturbofanenginestypicalof those on
" modern commercialaircraft. There was also a goal to designas much of the
hardwareas possibleto he commonbetweenthe inlets,with configuration
" changescapableof being made simplyand efficiently.
3.3.2.1 BaselineCylindricalInlet
The baselineinlet is cylindricalin shape with a length-to-diameter
ratio of 1.01. The inlet attachesto the JTI5D fan casingwith four drag
links which compressa rubberseal aroundthe circumferenceto ensure-noleaks
in the flowpathat the interface.
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a. NASA Langley Inlet
b. Baseline Cylindrical (Upper) and Straight Diffusing (Lower) Inlets





Vo, m/s (ft/s) 82 (270) 82 (270)
_, degrees 15 15
w, kgls (ib/s) 34 (75) 32.9 (73)
Mth 0.40 0.59
VT, m/s (ft/s) 405 (1330) 405 (1400)
Nc, rpm 14,520 16,000
L/D 1.01 0.70
L/D Treated --- 0.38
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The baselineinletwas testedin the previousseriesof tests reported
in Reference3-3 and was retestedin a similarwind tunnelconfigurationin
order to providea commondata linkbetweenthe two testprograms.
3.3.2.2 StraightDiffusingInlet
The straightdiffusinginlethas a diffusionrate consistentwith P
designsfound in commercialservice. The fan area to throatarea ratio is
1.26 with a length-to-diameteratio of 0.70. A schematiccomparisonof the
baselineinlet and the straightdiffusinginlet is shown in Figure 3-10(b).
The straight diffusing inlet is equipped with a flight lip for wind
tunnel testing and a reverse cone aeroacoustic lip for outdoor static
testing. A schematic of the two configurations is presented in Figure 3-11.
The reverse cone outdoor configuration is designed to mate to the turbulence
control screen (TCS) device which is utilized in the outdoor testing. A
schematic of the TCS installed on the reverse cone is displayed in Figure 3-12.
The attachment of the straight diffusing inlet to the fan casing is
similar to the baseline inlet configuration. Any imperfections in the mating
of the inlet hardware to the fan casing were smoothed over by using an RTV
compound to ensure the flow field was aerodynamically as clean as possible
when entering the fan.
3.4 TEST SET-UP
3.4.1 FLIGHT TEST
The OV-IB aircraftwas configuredwith an instrumentedand modified
JT15D-1turbofanenginebelow the right wing pylon which normallycarriesa
drop tank. The aircraftcontainsall the researchmeasurementand recording
units necessaryto record the JT15D-Ienginedata as well as the most
pertinentaircraftoperationaland aerodynamicdata. The cockpitof the OV-1B
aircrafthad been modifiedto supportthe safe operationof the JT15D-1engine.
2O




Figure 3-12. Schematic of TCS Installed on JTI5D Engine.
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The groundinstrumentationfor the noise measurementsconsistsof an
array of microphoneslocatedon runway10-28 at a distanceof 914.4m
(3000 ft) from the thresholdof the runway (seeFigure3-13). Detailsof the
array are shown in Figure3-14(a). Three differentmicrophonearrangements
were used for the test series. For the first arrangement,which corresponds
to flighttests I, 2, and 3, the primarymlcrophoneswere mountedon 9.14m
(30 ft) poles. There are 8 of these arrangedin a line 4.6 m (15 ft) from,I
and parallelto, the runwaycenterline. The firstpole microphoneis 914.4m
. (3000ft) from the runwaythresholdand the spacingbetweenthe primary
microphonesis 9.14m (30 ft). Four othermicrophonesare mountedon
groundboards. As shown in Figure3-14(b),thesemicrophonesare also
uniformlyoffset4.6 m (15 ft) from the centerlineof the runwaywith a
spacingof 9.14 m (30 ft) betweeneach.
3.4.2 WIND TUNNELTESTS
The test vehiclewas mountedduringthe wind tunneltests by bolting
the supportstrut to a turntablelocatedin the centerof the 40 x 80 test
section. The enginecenterlinewas 4.6 m (15 ft) above the wind tunnelfloor
with the turntablecapableof yawingthe test vehicleup to 40° for
angle-of-attackoperation. The floor and part of the walls were coveredwith
foam to minimizereflectioninterferencein the noise data. Noise
measurementswere made using a traversingmicrophonethat coveredanglesfrom
-5° to 138° on a 3.7 m (12 ft) arc. In addition,fixedmicrophoneson a 4.5 m
(14.5ft) arc relativeto the fan plane were located30°, 50°, 60°, 70°, 90°,
and II0° relativeto the tunnelcenterline. A schematicof the test setup is
shown in Figure 3-15with a photographoverviewin Figure3-16. Two other
photographsshowingthe test setup are presentedin Figures3-17 and 3-18.
. 3.4.3 OUTDOORSTATICTESTS
The test vehiclewas mountedduringthe outdoorstaticte;:tsby bolting
. the supportstrut to a supportframe locatedin the southwestcornerof the
test area (seeFigure3-3). The enginecenterlinewas 4.6 m (15 ft) above the
groundand pointedin a northerlydirection. The noise measurementsweremade
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Figure 3-13. Location of Ground Based Instrumentation on Runway 10-28.
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Fig,re 3-14,3. Details of Microphone Array on Runway 10-28.
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Figure 3-16. Photo of Wind Tunnel Test Configuration.
Figure 3-17. Frontal View of Microphone Deployment
Figure 3-18. Aft View of Microphone Deployment
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To minimize ground reflection interference in the noise measurements, large
pieces of the wind tunnel foam were used to cover the ground between the
engine and microphones. Two photographs of the test setup are presented in
Figures 3-19 and 3-20.
3.5 INSTRUMENTATION
3.5.1 ACOUSTICS
All noise measurements were made with B&K microphones. During all GE
tests the microphones used were 0.64 cm (0.25 in.) B&K 4135's with B&K UA0385
nose cones attached. By using the same microphone/nose cone configuration for
both outdoor static and wind tunnel tests, direct comparisons of the data can
be made. However, B&K provides correction curves for noise arriving at the
microphone at incidence angles from 0° to 180° and for the presence of nose
cones. These curves were used to correct all the I/3-octave-band data so that
absolute sound pressure levels could be determined.
During the outdoor static and wind tunnel tests the fixed microphones
were oriented pointing forward, parallel to the engine centerline or wind
tunnel centerline. The circular traversing microphone used during the tests
was attached to a movable vane that kept the microphone pointed upstream
during forward speed testing in the wind tunnel. However, during quasi-static
wind tunnel and outdoor static testing, the vane was locked so that the
microphone pointed toward the engine at all angles. Photos of the microphone
locations are shown as follows: Figures 3-16 through 3-18, wind tunnel;
Figures 3-20 and 3-21, outdoor configuration; Figures 3-14b and 3-23, flight
test configuration..
3.5.2 AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
Static pressure distributions along the surfaces of each iniet at
variouscircumferentialpositionswere an essentialpartof the dataacquired
for each test condition. In addition, eight static pressure taps mounted
circumferentially 67.3 cm (2.65 in) ahead of the fan face were closely
monitored on-line during the testing. The static pressure tap locations for
each of the inlets are tabulated in Table 3-3.
30
?Figure 3-19. Photo of Outdoor Support Assembly
\
Figure 3-20. Photo of TCS Installation
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Figure 3-21. Photo of Outdoor Microphone Deployment
Figure 3-22. Photo of TCS and Instrumented Sound Field
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Figure 3-23. Photo of Microphone Location for Flight Test Configuration
TABLE 3-3
INLET STATICPRESSURETAP LOCATIONS(FANCASINGREFERENCEX = O)
FliKhtLip (WindTunnel)
Tap No. Location Tap No. Location
e x e_ x •
1 0 -0.72 33 270 -12.0
2 45 -0,72 34 90 -12,0 -
3 90 -0.72 35 270 -12.4
4 135 -0.72 36 270 -12.8
5 180 -0.72 37 0 -12.8
6 225 -0.72 38 90 -12.8
7 270 -0.72 39 180 -12.8
8 315 -0.72 40 270 -13.2
9 0 -2.65 41 270 -14.1
I0 45 -2.65 42 270 -14.7
11 90 -265 43 270 141/12 135 -265 44 270 -132L_
13 180 -2.65 45 270 -12.41_
1_ 225 -2.65 46 270 -11.5_._J_
15 270 -2.65
16 315 -2.65
17 270 -4.0 AeroacousticLip (Outdoor)
18 270 -5.3
19 270 -6.6 Tap No. Location
20 90 -6.6 _ X
21 270 -7.6
22 270 -8.6 33 270 -12.0
23 270 -9.6 34 90 -12.0
24 0 -9.6 35 270 -12.4
25 90 -9.6 36 270 -12.8
26 180 -9.6 37 0 -12.8
27 270 -10.3 38 90 -12.8
28 270 -10.9 39 180 -12.8
29 0 -10.9 40 270 -13.2
30 90 -10.9 41 270 -13.9
31 180 -10.9 42 270 -14.8
32 270 _II.45 43 270 -16.2
44 270 -16.79
45 270 -16.IL c
46 270 -14 I_
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The JTI5D fan pressure ratio was also of central concern during fan
noise testing. The fan operating line was monitored during the wind tunnel
testing utilizing a set of three NASA-supplied 6-headed total pressure rakes




locations and installation details of these transducers are shown in Figures
3-24 and 3-25. A more detailed discussion of this instrumentation can be
found in References 3-4 and 3-5.
In general, the transducer system was a set of 14 Kulites - 8
blade-mounted and 6 vane-mounted. The blade-mounted transducers (BMT) were
activated by a light switch, and information was telemetered to a receiving
antenna mounted axially in the wall of the inlet. A schematic of the system
installation details is also provided in Figure 3-24.
3.5.4 HOT FILM PROBE
During the outdoor static test program, a single hot film probe, TSI
Model I054A, was inserted at a station approximately 2.54 cm (I.0 in.)
upstream of the fan rotor. Tests were conducted.with this probe to measure
axial turbulence parameters with and without the turbulence control device
installed to determine its impact on the flow impinging onto the fan. Three
radialimmersionswere tested coincidental with the BMT radiallocationsof
0.64, 1.9, and 5.1 cm (0.25, 0.75, and 2.0 in). Subsonic, transonic, and




June18,1981as partof an extensivetestseriesbeingperformedby
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Figure 3-24. Schematic of Internal Dynamic Instrumentation.
Figure 3-25. Photo of BMT Installation
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NASA-Langley. The flight run numbers assigned to this investigation were
1461, 1471, and and 1481. The entire test series log is presented in
Table 3-4. The procedures utilized to record the acoustic information were
discussed in detail in Reference 3-6.
3.6.2 WIND TUNNELTESTS
The Wind Tunnel tests (refer to References 3-7 and 5-3) were conducted
in the _ x 80 during March, 1980. A summary of the test program is contained
in Table 3-5. The primary objectives of the program were to obtain a complete
characterization of the inlets tested, both aerodynamically and acoustically.
The tests were conducted over the entire operating range of the JTI5D engine;
however, an emphasis was placed on obtaining the noise characteristics at
10,500, 12,000 and 13,500 rpm.
For each noise data point, the fan corrected speed was set based on
aeroacoustic considerations and allowed to stabilize. All amplifier gain
settings were optimized for internal and external noise measurements and then
at least 30 seconds of internal dynamic data was tape recorded with the
traversing microphone in the 138 ° position. An aerodynamic data sample was
computer printedduring this recording time. The traverse microphone sweep
was then initiated and the recorders ran continuously for the approximate 4
minutes required to complete the traverse.
3.6.3 OUTDOORSTATICTESTS
The outdoorstatictests were conductedat the test stand during April
and May of 1980. A summaryof the tests are containedin Table 3-6 which
includesthe detailsof the test program. The initialobjectiveof the
outdoorstatictestswas to comparethe differencein aeroacousticperformance
which resultedfrom using a productionexhaustconfigurationas opposedto
that producedby modifyingthe quiet nacelleengiDe to the productionfan
operatingline. The other objectiveswere to operationallycheck out the
turbulencecontrolstructure'saeroacousticperformanceand obtainnoise data
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LANGLEY WIND TUNNEL LOG
Run Tunnel Speed Angle RPM RH Temp Air
kts Attack "F Speed .
7-1 0 0 12000 62.2 52.4 10.7
7-2 - - 10500 57.9 55.7 10.4
7-3 - - 6750 60.3 53.5 5.7
7-4 20.5 0 12000 59.3 55.0 - •
7-5 19.0 - 10500 57.0 57.0 -
7-6 20.3 - 6750 58.9 57.5 -
7-7 60 0 12000 52.3 59.8 -
7-8 60 - 10500 51.6 60.2 -
7-9 60 - 6750 51.9 59.9 -
7-10 84 - 12000 48.6 62.1 -
7-11 - - 10500 47.7 62.6 -
7u12 - - 6750 47.5 67.5 -
GE WIND TUNNEL LOG
Run TunnelSpeed Angle RPM RH Temp Air
kts Attack °F Speed
8-1 - - 0 20.2 71.3 -
8-2 - - 12000 20.1 71.2 8.62
8-3 - - 12000 19.6 72.1 12.69
8-4 80 - 9000 16,8 75.4 -
8-5 - - 11080 16.6 76.2 -
8-6 - - 14360 16.4 76.8 -
8-7 - - 14750 15.9 77.7 -
8-8 - - 14500 14.8 79.0 -
8-9 - - 14500 14.2 79.8 -
8-10 - - 13500 13.6 81.0 -
8-11 - - 13500 12.9 81.4 -
8-12 - - 12320 12.5 81.9 -
8-13 - - 12320 12.4 82.1 -
8-14 - - 12000 12.1 82 5 - "
8-15 - - 12000 11.9 83 0 -
8-16 - - 11800 11.8 83 0 -
8-17 - - 11800 11.5 83 2 - -
8-18 - - 11500 11.4 83 5 -
8-19 - - 11500 11.2 83 7 -
8-20 - - 11135 11.1 83 9 -
8-21 - - 11135 II.I 83 9 -
8-22 - - 10500 11.2 84 0 -
8-23 - - 10500 11.2 84 0 -
4O
TABLE 3-6
RU_ LOG - OUTDOORSTATICTEST
Run Inlet LipT Treatment Test Points OperatingLine
1 Straight ReverseCone* No 13 Design
2 Straight RC/TCS No 13 Design
3 Straight RC/TCS No 13 Upper
*Denotedas RC in other runs.
.TCS impliesTurbulenceControlStructure.
ENGINE SPEEOS
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3
• Test Pt (4-23-80) (4-23.80) (4-24-80)
1 14,460 14,411 14,402
2 13,307 13,436 13,425
3 12,764 12,729 12,763
4 12,227 12,236 12,322
5 11,993 11,929 11,981
6 11,721 11,726 II,771
7 11,440 11,422 11,488
8 12,230 11,200 11,270
9 10,751 10,721 10,818
I0 10,453 10,449 10,501
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For eachnoisedatapointthe fancorrectedspeedwas setby throat
Machnumber,if applicable,and allowedto stabilize.All amplifiergain
settingswereoptimizedfor the internal/externalnoisemeasurementsandthen
at least30 secondsof dataweretaperecorded.Duringtraverseoperationof
eachoutdoorstatictest,therecordersran continuouslyforthe 3 to 4





The reductionand processingof test datawere sharedby NASA and
GeneralElectric. Steady-stateaerodynamicperformancedata for the inlets
and the test facilitieswere calculatedby the NASA computers. Data editing
and correctingwere performedby GE and NASA engineers,and the final computed
post-testresultswere suppliedby NASA to GE. The noise measurementswere
monitoredon-lineduringthe tests by GE and NASA personnelto ensuresignal
validity. Post-testnoise data reductionand processingunder this contract
were accomplishedat GE facilities.
3.7.1 AERODYNAMICPERFORMANCEDATA
As part of the pretest effort, GE engineers conducted a compressible


















The flightprojectionof acousticdatameasuredin turbulence
controlledoutdoorstaticor windtunnelenvironmentsinvolvesa multiplicity
. of adjustmentsand correctionsbeingsystematicallyappliedto themeasured





The adjustmentsand correctionswhich typicallyapply to thisprocess
can be dividedinto two categories. The initialcorrectionswhich compensate
acousticinformationrecordedon magnetictape are associatedwith the
instrumentationcharacteristics.The recordeddata need to be adjustedfor
•microphoneresponse,microphoneprotectivenosecone(grid),diffractionand
insertionloss, and systemresponsetraits. This informationneeds to be
suppliedby the manufacturerand/ordeterminedat the time the acoustic
informationis recorded.
The secondareaof adjustmentoccursas a resultsof the intrinsic
physicsassociatedwiththepropagationof soundthroughan atmosphere.These
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Figure 4-0. Data Reduction Instrumentation Schematic.
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4.1 FLIGHT PATH DEFINITION
The initial consideration was the flight path to which the projection
needed to be made. The definition of the flight path and flight conditions
are illustrated in Figure 4-1. The projection is made for specific times and
specific time increments, relative to a defined time scale with time t = 0.0
occurring when the aircraft engine is directly overhead of the reference
microphone. The emission time (te) of the sound arriving at time t can be
determined by using the following expression:
2t - V D sin_ + 2t - V D sin_ - Co o
t = O O O O
e (Co2 _ Vo2 ) : (1)
where c is the speed of sound. For a time increment gt, the emissiono
times (t2 and tI) for t ±gtl2 are computed. These times are used to
derivetheangularrangeof thesimulatedflightspectrumbeingprojected.
4.2 SIMULATEDFLIGHTDATA PREPARATION
The simulated flight data is converted from analog to digitial at an
effective sampling rate of 51,200 samples per second with an anti-aliasing
filter set at 20 kHz. The data is stored in a manner which allows the angular
locationrelativeto the enginefanfaceto be knownforeachdatasample.
The data was measured over the angular range from 0 to 137.6 degrees at a
distance r = 3.66 m (12 ft) relative to the fan face. However, in the caseo
of forwardradiatedor aftradiatednoise,an angularadjustmento the inlet
planeor exhaustplaneneedsto be madepriorto makingtheflight
projection.Thisangularadjustmentis illustratedinFigure4-2.
The equations for angular location 0 defined from the inlet and
exhaust planes are as follows:
tan 0 = ri sin¢i / (r.1c°s¢i + gx.)1or re since / (re c°SCe + gXe) (ha)
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Figure 4-1. Flight Path Definition Parameters.
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Figure 4-2. Simulated Flight MeasuremeI1t Parameters
and r e = AXeSin_e + _ro 2 -(AXeSin%e )2
The assumption is madethat for 0e _ 90°, the (r i, _i )
coordinate system shall be used in the flight projections and for 0e >
90°, the (r e , 0e) coordinate system shall be used. The tenn_ e is
used to apply to the aircraftacousticemissionangle at time te. The angle
6 is definedby:e
Oe = tan-I I(D+Votesin=)/Vote cos=l + _ (3)
whereB is the engine_ anglerelativeto theaircrafttrajectory.
4.3 SPECTRALPROJECTION
The definitionof the values0 1 and 0 2 using Equation1, withe e
te set equal to tI and t2 respectively,allowsfor the spectral
projectionof the simulatedflightacousticdata to proceed. Using the values
of 0 1 and 0 2 as the minimumand maximumangles,the simulatedflight
e e
data over the range 01 to 02 is spectrallyaveraged. The term
spectrallyaveragedmeans that spectralresultsare computedusing 2048point
digitaldata samplesbetweenthe angles01 and 62. Generally,the
traverserate of the microphonewas on the order of one degreeper two seconds
such that 50 independentspectralaveragesof 2048 point samplescan be
obtainedfor each one degree of travel. _f a flighttime incrementAt of
0.2 secondsis used; then the number of averagesof the simulatedflightdata
will vary with time t which adjuststhe acousticemissionangle. This
variationfor V = 250 ft/secassumingc = 1100 ft/secand D = 270 ft iso o
displayed in Figure 4-3.
To obtaingood confidencein the data sample,at least 40 averagesare
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Figure 4-3. AnRular Resolution for Vari,_11,_Time [ncremt,nts At.
4.4 FLIGHT DATA ANALYSIS
The analysisof flightdata also requiresspectralaveraging. However,
the averagingprocedurebecomesone of time domainas opposedto the angular
domain for the simulatedflightcase. In general,as many averagesas can be
6
acquiredin as short a time incrementas possibleis desirable. Again,a time
incrementof 0.2 secondsis assumed. The flightdata being evaluatedunder
this contractwas acquiredusing multi-microphones,hence an ensemble
averagingprocedurewas used to improvethe statisticalconfidenceof the
resultantaveragedspectraldetermination.In additionto using multiple
microphones,the samplerate was increasedto 4 times the 51,200
samples/secondused for the simulatedflightdata case. Hence,by recombining
the data samples after they are digitized, one effectively acquires 4 times as
much information. An anti-aliasing filter at 20 kHz is again utilized in the
flight data case. Another technique to improve the statistics is to overlap
the data samples by a factor of 50%. This effectively provides an increase of
(2N-I)/N times the number of samples. Figure 4-4 illustrates this process.
Hence, for a 0.2 sec time incrementand a samplingrate of 204.8kHz,
36 averagescan be obtainedwhich is a significantimprovementover the 5
which would be obtainedusing a non-overlappedsamplingprocedure. The
overlappingdoes providestatisticallyindependentresultsas was shown in
Reference4-I, while the increasedsamplingrate improvesthe quantification




The spectraladjustmentsrequiredprior to comparingflightspectra
with the simulatedflightspectraare delineatedin the following:
• The flight data and simulated flight data are adjusted for
instrumentation effects which include microphone pressure response,
system response, wind screen and nose cone effects. These are shown
in Figures 4-5a and 4-5b.
• The simulatedflightdata is adjustedfor atmosphericabsorption
using the procedureoutlinedin AppendixI.
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Data Record i: i, 5, 9, 13 ...
Data Record 2: 2, 6, i0, 14 ...
Data Record 3: 3, 7, ii, 15 ...
Data Record 4: 4, 8, 12, 16 ...
Volts "_
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 i0 Ii 12 13 14 15 16
Sample No. (Sample Rate = 204.8k Hz)
Sample Nos.
Record i: i, 5, 9, 13 ...
Time,ms
Additional N-I Data Samples (50% Overlap)
Figure 4-4. Improvement by Factor of 8N/(N-I) in Number of Averages.
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Figure 4-5a. Fl_ght Microphone Corrections
Figure 4-5b. Wind Tunnel and Outdoors Microphone Corrections
for General Electric Tests
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• The simulatedflightdata is adjustedfor groundreflection
effects. The effectiveincreasein the spectralvalue is computed
using the followingfactor:
I [ ]I0 log 1 + R(f)l 1 + 4 [(HID) + (HID) 2] sin 2 0
An assumptionis made that the reflectedsignalis emittedat the same
angle as the direct signaland that the signalsare not correlatedsuch that
logrithmic energy addition is applicable and the factor R(f) is set equal to
1.0.
• The simulatedflightdata is adjustedfor bandwidtheffectsusing
the standarddopplershift technique. Each spectralresult
estimatedfor a bandwidth(bw)of the samplingrate (51,200Hz)
dividedby the blocksize(2048),i.e. 25 Hz is adjustedby the
factor,
10 log {bw / [I. - (Volco) cos (Oe -B)]} (4)
for each 0 (t),to arriveat 25 Hz bandwidthestimatesfor the
e
flightspectrum. This energyredistributionis discussedin
Reference4-2.
• The simulatedflightspectrais adjustedforforwardvelocity
effectsusingthefollowingequations:
€=cos-I[,.(c°s¢....-M) 1 (Sa.)
" O' isthenusedinEquation2areplacingOi orOe where
M is the uniformMach number.
Also.
r' = rl_l+M_ 2 - 2M cos 0 "(Sb.)











40 log [1-Mmcos (0e-8)/ 1- (Vo/C o) cOSee]
The spectral results for times 1.0 seconds prior to overhead are
displayedin Subsection5.1. The timeincrementof 0.2 secondswasutilized.




LRC (Flight) GE (TCS) GE (TCS) GE (WT) LRC (WT)
1461 1.03 3.03 8.10 -
(13,224) (13,307) (13,425) (13,448)
1471 1.07 3.07 8.16 7.07
(11,768) (11,721) (11,771) (11,778) (-11,900)
1481 1.11 3.11 8.22 7.08






25 Hz bandwidthanalysis.Sincein the flightcasethe lowfrequencyJT15D
enginenoisewasmaskedby thepropnoiseof theOV-Iaircraftand a highpass
filterwas setat 1000Hz, the lowfrequencyinformationisnot availablefor
directcomparison.Also,the introductionof a I000Hz tonecomponentin the
simulatedflighttestingas a resultof a fanexhaustnozzlemodification
makestheselow-frequencycomparisonsof limitedvalue. Consequently,the
methodto investigatethehigh-frequencyfannoiseimpacton systemnoise
" parametersuchas PNLTandPNL is to equatethe"flightandsimulatedflight




the qualityof flightprojectionresults,even more detailedresolutionis
requiredto evaluatethe tonal structure. Alternateanalysismethodologies
are requiredto providethis resolution. In the simulatedflightcase, each
tonal componentof interestis filteredusing a 50 Hz bandwidth,converted
from analog to digitaland stored. The angularinformationis also stored
such that by applyingthe flightprojectionmethodologypreviouslydiscussed
the projectedflighttimehistoryof tone componentmay be created. Results
of these analysesare presentedin Subsection5.3.
Regardingthe flightdata,theanalysisproblemarisesin trackingthe
frequencyof thetoneduethedopplershifteffect.When thetoneamplitude
is wellabovethebroadbandsuchas in thesupersonicase,thismethodis
available.However,at subsonicflightconditionsan alternatetechniqueis
needed. Themethodchosenis againspectralaveraging.However,improvement
over the 36 averages/0.2 second interval is required. An initial improvement
is madeby reducingtheblocksizeto 512pointsand formulating8 records
. fromthe singledatarecord. Thisprovidesforan effectivesamplingrateof
25,600Hz witha 50 Hz bandwidth_Usingtheseimprovements,32 spectral
averagesmay be obtainedin a timeintervalof 0.05secondsfroma single





When the previoustechniquecannotbe implemented,one has to resortto
plottingthe narrowbandvalues from the analysispreviouslydescribedin
Subsection4.4. Thus, when this alternativeprocedureis used, only 16 data
points are obtainedfor the 3.0 secondtime intervalprior to overhead. This
techniquewas resortedto for the Blade Passagefrequencytone at an engine







The resultsof thedataanalysisproceduresdiscussedin Section




- • Tonal Data Analysis
• BMT Data Analysls
The separateareasof analysisformulatethenextfoursubsections.
5.1 NARROWBANDDATA ANALYSIS
Selectedexamplesof the spectralcharacteristicsare displayedfor
subsonic,transonic,and supersonicfan tip speedsin Figures5-1 through5-3
respectively. In each case the projectedspectralresultsare comparedand
differencedfrom the actual flightmeasureddata at a time of 1.0 seconds
prior to the aircraftoverheadposition. A distinctfeaturenoted in the
subsonicspectraldata is the band spreadingof the flighttonaldata. Due to
the projectionmethod,the time energy is not band spreadovermany bands as
is the flightdata, hence the spectraldifferenceplot does not produce
alignmentof the tones in many situations. The differenceplots are thusmore
valuablein the resolutionof broadbanddetailsas opposedto tone details.
If many more microphonescouldhave been utilizedand the aircraftpath could
have been controlledprecisely,then flightdata averagingtimes shorterthan
0.2 secondscould have been utilizedand the flighttone energy couldhave
been band spread to lesserdegrees.
" Anotherfeatureevidentin the subsonicresultsis the appearenceof a
BPF tone in the 2rojectedto fllghtcase for each simulatedflightdata set.
The flightspectraon the other hand does not indicatea BPF tone,partly
becauseof the band spreadingjust indicatedbut also potentlallydue to
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Figure 5.1(a).Comparison of Flight and FlightProjectedNarrowband
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Figure 5.1(b). Comparison of Flight and Flight Projected Narrowband Spectra
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Figure 5.1(c). Comparison of Flight and Flight Projected Narrowband Spectra
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Figure 5.1(d). Comparison of Flight and Flight Projected Narrowband Spectra
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Figure 5.2(a). Comparisonof Flight and FlightPr?jectedNarrowbandSpectra
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Figure 5.2(b). Comparison of Flight and Flight Projected Narrowband Spectra
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Figure 5.2(c). Comparison of Flight and Flight Projected Narrowband Spectra
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Figure 5.2(d). Comparison of Flight and Flight Projected Narrowband Spectra
With Spectral Difference for Transonic Fan Speed
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Figure 5.3(a). Comparison of Flight and Flight Projected Narrowband Spectra
With Spectral Difference for Supersonic Fan Speed
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Figure 5.3(b). Comparison of Flight and Flight Projected Narrowband Spectra
With Spectral Difference for Supersonic Fan Speed
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Figure 5.3(c). Comparison of Flight and Flight Projected Narrowband Spectra
With Spectral Difference for Supersonic Fan Speed
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Noise generated by turbofan engine components has been described as a
complex spectrum of tones and broadband noise. It is now recognized that the
noise consists of a collection of interactive source mechanisms, each having
unique directional andlor spectral characteristics and a particular dependence
on design parameters and operating conditions. It is important that the
characteristics of each of these sources be understood in detail so that
accurate assessments of total turbomachinery noise spectral and directional
characteristics can be made.
The conditions of a strong compressor tone component and a weak Blade
Passage Frequency tone component in the flight spectra which occur at subsonic
speeds indicated a near reversal as the fan tip speed becomes transonic as
indicated by the Figure 5-2 results. It is noted that the projected spectra
in these cases denote a relatively strong compressor tone component while the
flight spectra denote a much lesser predominance to this spectral feature.
These transonic speeds better agreement is denoted between the projected BPF
tone and the flight measured tone. i
The supersonic fantip speedcasesare presented in Figure 5-3. The





A time history of spectral difference results between projected to
flight spectra and actual flight measured data for subsonic fan tip speed
cases are displayed in Figures 5-4 through 5-7. For these situations the
• JT15D engine was nominally operating at 10,500 RPM. The figures in general
indicate relatively good spectral agreement over a wide frequency range
between the projected to flight and actual flight situations. Broadband noise
differences at the 0.6 seconds to overhead position are most pronounced with
projected to flight data 3-4 dB higher than actual measured results for the
outdoor simulated flight conditions. In the wind tunnel projection to flight
lesser broadband and spectral differences are observed, i.e. 1-2 dB higher for
69
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Figure 5-4. Spectral Difference Time History for Run GE.I.ll
Projected to Flight 1481
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Figure 5-5. Spectral Difference Time History for Run GE.3.11
Projected to Flight 1481
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Figure 5-7. Spectral Difference Time History for Run LRC 7.08
Projected to Flight 1481
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the projected condition. Significant broadband differences occur only ir_t_e
40-70 degree angular locations relative to the engine centerline with very
small differences at shallow angles between 15 and 25 degrees and directly
overhead, i.e., 90 degrees.
5.1.2 TRANSONICTIP SPEED
The spectral differences time histories between projected (simulated
flisht) data and flight data are presented in Figures 5-8 through 5-11 for the
JTI5D operatingat a nominalspeedof 11,800RPM. Thisfanspeedproducesa
tip speed of 1081 ftlsec, and a blade tip relative Mach No. of 1.02. The
broadband spectral differences denoted in the subsonic case, Subsection 5.1.1,
are more pronounced for the transonic tip speed case. This is again
particularly evident at the 0.6 seconds relative to overhead condition. Part
of the explanation for this discrepancy is attributable to the aircraft noise
background level which was measured with the JTI5D shutdown. This background
is added to the simulated flight data to achieve the overall pro3ected
result. Since the JTI5D engine produces additional thrust when it is
operating, the aircraft must be operated with higher flap settings to produce
more drag and maintain a constant flight speed of 130 knots. These higher
flap settings are known to produce additional broadband noise which
consequently increases with JTI5D fan speed.
The tone components generally are in agreement between projected to
flight and flight data. The wind tunnel differences (Figures 5-10 and 5-11)
are particularly small at all points along the spectral difference time
history.The compressortoneis largerin flightdataat the 1.8 secondsto
overheadconditionas comparedto the GE wind tunneldata; however,it agrees
well with the Langley wind tunnel data, Figure 5-11. The tone components in
Figures 5-8 and 5-9 exhibit similiar trends to 5-10 and 5-11; however,
differences are more pronounced, particularly the compressor tone at 0.6
seconds to overhead.
5.1.3 SUPERSONICTIP SPEED
The spectral difference time history between flight projected and
flight measured results for the supersonic tip speed case are presented in
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Figure 5-9. Spectral Difference Time History for Run GE.3.07
Projected to Flight 1471
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Figure 5-11. Spectral Difference Time History for Run LRC 7.0/
Projected to Flight 1471
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iFigures5-12 through5-14. The comparisonsgenerallyindicatea much stronger
MPT contributionto the projectedflightdata comparedto the actualflight
data. This is especiallytrue for the wind tunneldata. Conversely,the
flightBPF is much broaderin flightand containsa significantlylarger
amountof acousticenergy. In many cases near overheadthe flightBPF exceeds
the projectionby more than I0 dB, whereasthe pro_ectedMPT's are I0 dB
greaterthan the flightdata.
5.2 ONE-THIRD OCTAVE BAND DATA ANALYSTS
One-third octave results for times of 3.0, 2.0, 1.0, and 0.0 seconds
prior to the time the aircraftis overheadfor LangleyFlights1461, 1471, and
1481 are comparedto the flightprojectedvalues in Tables5-1 through5-3.
The resultsquantifyin one-thlrdform the spectraldifferencesindicatedin
the previoussubsections.Principally,the broadbandenergydifferencesat
subsonicand transonicfan tip speedslead to projectedlevelswhich are
higher than the flightmeasureddata. In the supersoniccase,Table 5-3, the
MPT differencesleadto much higher flightpro_ectedvaluesthan flight
measuredat frequenciesbelow the fan BPF; however,the one-thirdoctaveband
containingthe BPF is higher in the flightcase as was also indicatedin
narrowbandresultsof Subsection5.1.
Comparativeplots of the PNLT directivitiesfor each flightcase are
presentedin Figures5-15 to 5-17. Then PNLT directivitiesmirror the
broadbanddiscrepanciesobservedin Subsection5.1. The flightprojected
levelsare on the order of 2 to 3 dB high at subsonicand transonicconditions
and as much as 6 dB high at the supersonicspeedpoint due to MPT
differences. The differencesin PNLT are translatedinto the EPNL differences
computedin Table 5-4 where a forwardquadrantEPNL calculationwas
. accomplishedfor each testprojection.
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Figure 5-13. Spectral Difference Time History for Run GE.3,03
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TIME IN SECONDS = -3.0
THIRD OCTAVE OUTPUTPAGE GE 1.03 GE 3.03 GE 8.10
BAND CENTER LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL
NO. FREQ DB DB DB DB
17 50.00 35.6 35.6 35.6 35.6
18 63.00 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0
19 80.00 36.1 36.1 36.1 36.1
20 I00.00 31.4 31.4
21 125.00 33.0 33.0 33.0 33.0
22 160.00 40.4 40.4 40.4 40.4
23 200.00 40.8 40.8 40.8 40.8
24 250.00 34.7 34.7 34.7 34.7
25 315.00 39.6 39.6 39 6 39.6
26 400.00 40.9 40.9 40 9 40.9
27 500.00 46.5 46.5 46 5 46.5
28 630.00 47.4 47.4 47 4 47.4
29 800.00 56.2 56.2 56 2 56.2
30 I000.00 57.9 57.9 57 9 57.9
31 1250.00 59.3 58.2 68 5 59.3
32 1600.00 60.1 59.7 67 5 68.5
33 2000.00 60.4 61.2 60 6 62.5
34 2500.00 60.0 60.5 61 3 63.1
35 3150.00 59.4 59.5 61 1 63.6
36 4000.00 60.4 62.4 64 1 69.0
37 5000.00 59.0 58.4 58 9 69.0
38 6300.00 55.1 55.8 56 6 58.9
39 8000.00 50.3 55.7 50 3 52.6
40 I0000.00 44.8 41.4 41 6 42.1
OASPL = 75.1 75.6 75.6 73.1
PNL = 88.5 88.9 88.6 87.5




JTILD NASA LARC OV-I TEST/FLT1461
TIME IN SECONDS = -2.0
THIRD OCTAVEOUTPUTPAGE GE 1.03 GE 3.03 GE 8.10
J
BAND CENTER LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL
NO. FREQ DB DB DB DB
17 50.00 35.7 35.7 35.7 35.7
18 63.00 36.3 36.3 36.3 36.3
19 80.00 36.8 36.8 36.8 36.8
20 100.00 33.1 33.1 33.1 33.1
21 125.00 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0
22 160.00 39.8 39.8 39.8 39.8
23 200.00 40.8 40.8 40.8 40.8
24 250.00 36.9 36.9 36.9 36.9
25 315.00 40.6 40.6 40.6 40.6
26 400.00 42.4 42.4 42.4 42.4
27 500.00 47.9 47.9 47.9 47.9
28 630.00 50.5 50.5 50.5 50.5
29 800.00 58.4 58.4 58.4 58.4
30 I000.00 59.1 59.1 59.1 59.1
31 1250.00 62.1 61.7 69.2 62.1
32 1600.00 63.1 63.0 69.9 71.6
33 2000.00 63.2 65.5 65.3 67.3
34 2500.00 64.4 65.8 66.1 67.6
35 3150.00 64.9 65.5 65.0 68.9
36 4000.00 64.7 67.5 68.5 73.1
37 5000.00 64.6 65.9 65.1 68.1
38 6300.00 62.7 63.3 63.6 65.7
39 8000.00 60.1 64.2 62.2 60.2
40 I0000.00 52.3 53.9 53.9 52.7
OASPL = 72.1 70.7 70.8 77.7
PNL = 85.1 83.9 84.0 92.0




JTI5D NASA LARC OV-I TEST/FLT1461
TIME IN SECONDS = -I.0
THIRD OCTAVEOUTPUTPAGE GE 1.03 GE 3.03 GE 8.10
BAND CENTER LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL
NO. FREQ DB DB DB DB
17 50.00 37.1 37.1 37.1 37.1
18 63.00 37.1 37.1 37.1 37.1
19 80.00 36.7 36.7 36.7 36.7
20 I00.00 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0
21 125.00 35.6 35.6 35.6 35.6
22 160.00 40.5 40.5 40.5 40.5
23 200.00 41.2 41.2 41.2 41.2
24 250.00 37.8 37.8 37.8 37.8
25 315.00 40.6 40.6 40.6 40.6
26 400.00 44.8 44.8 48.8 44.8
27 500.00 50.2 50.2 50.2 50.2
28 630.00 55.4 55.4 55.4 55.4
29 800.00 62.1 62.1 62.1 62.1
30 1000.00 63.2 63.2 63.2 63.2
31 1250.00 64.8 64.5 76.4 64.8
32 1600.00 66.1 66.5 69.9 73.8
33 2000.00 66.8 68.3 68.9 78.3
34 2500.00 67.8 69.3 70.1 73.5
35 3150.00 69.9 71.1 71.0 80.9
36 4000.00 69.1 72.4 72.4 82.9
37 5000.00 68.5 71.8 72.8 80.5
38 6300.00 68.0 70.1 69.7 73.3
39 8000.00 74.9 68.1 68.9 70.7
40 10000.00 62.8 63.3 63.8 63.7
OASPL = 77.5 79.0 79.7 87.6
PNL = 90.0 91.8 92.2 101.2




JTI5D-1NASA LARC OV-i TEST/FLT1461
TIME IN SECONDS = 0.O
THIRD OCTAVEOUTPUTPAGE GE 1.03 GE 3.03 GE 8.10
BAND CENTER LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL
NO. FREQ. DB DB DB DB
17 50.00 35.8 35.8 35.8 35.8
18 63.00 37.0 37.0 37.0 37.0
19 80.00 37.9 37.9 37.9 37.9
20 I00.00 35.6 35.6 35.6 35.6
21 125.00 36.9 36.9 36.9 36.9
22 160.00 40.6 40.6 40.6 40.6
23 200.00 42.3 42.3 42.3 42.3
24 250.00 42.4 42.4 42.4 42.4
25 315.00 48.2 48.2 48.2 48.2
26 400.00 49.7 49.7 49.7 49.7
27 500.00 57.2 57.2 57.2 57.2
28 630,00 60.3 60.3 60.3 60.3
29 800.00 64.7 64.7 64.7 64.7
30 1000.00 66.2 66.2 66.2 66.2
31 1250.00 69.1 68.2 73.5 69.1
32 1600.00 70.4 68,6 72.2 74.6
33 2000 00 70.1 71.1 75.5 76.3
34 2500 00 69.9 71.8 75.1 81.6
35 3150 O0 70.1 78.3 86.0 85.9
36 4000 O0 69.3 80.8 80.6 78.9
37 5000 O0 71.2 83.9 85.0 79.8
38 6300 O0 83.7 84.3 85.1 78.2
39 8000 O0 70.3 72.1 75.6 71.9
40 10000.00 66.8 67.8 70.5 67.3
OASPL = 77.5 79.0 79.7 89.8
PNL = 90.0 91.8 92.2 103.8




JTISD-INASA LARC OV-I TEST/FLT1471
TIME IN SECONDS = -2.8
THIRD OCTAVEOUTPUTPAGE GE 1.07 GE 3.07 GE 8.16 LRC 7.07
BAND CENTER LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL
NO. FREQ. DB DB DB DB DB
17 50.00 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0
18 63.00 35.5 35.5 35.5 35.5 35.5
19 80.00 35.8 35.8 35.8 35.8 35.8
20 100.00 35.1 35.1 35.1 35.1 35.1
21 125.00 36.9 36.9 36.9 36.9 36.9
22 160.00 39.2 39.2 39.2 39.2 39.2
23 200.00 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0
24 250.00 40.4 40.4 40.4 40.4 40.4
25 315.00 42.0 42.0 42.0 42.0 42.0
26 400.00 42.6 42.6 42.6 42.6 42.6
27 500.00 46.2 46.2 46.2 46.2 46.2
28 630.00 50.2 50.2 50.2 50 2 50.2
29 800.00 56.8 56.8 56.8 56 8 56.8
30 I000.00 58.1 58.1 58.1 58 1 58.1
31 1250.00 60.8 59.2 61.9 64 5 64.5
32 1600.00 62.8 62.3 62.4 61 5 61.1
33 2000.00 65.6 63.4 62.8 61 9 62.6
34 2500.00 67.1 64.1 63.3 65 0 64.4
35 3150.00 66.9 65.3 62.4 64 8 63.7
36 4000.00 67.4 64.3 63.6 65 2 63.9
37 5000.00 65.0 61.7 60.3 62 7 62.2
38 6300.00 61.2 59.0 58.4 59 1 57.9
39 8000.00 57.2 52.8 52.2 52.7 52.0
40 10000.00 55.5 45.3 43.5 45.7 44.2
OASPL = 74.6 72.5 71.7 72.9 72.4
PNL = 88.0 85.8 84.7 86.0 85.1




JTI5D-INASA LARC OV-I TEST/FLT1471
TIME IN SECONDS = -2.0
THIRD OCTAVEOUTPUT PAGE GE 1.07 GE 3.07 GE 8.16 LRC 7.07
BAND CENTER LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL
NO. FREQ. DB DB DB DB DB
17 50.00 33 4 33.4 33.4 33 4 33.4
18 63.00 34 4 34.4 34.4 34 4 34.4
19 80.00 35 3 35.3 35.3 35 3 35.3
20 100.00 36 0 36.0 36.0 36 0 36.0
21 125.00 37 7 37.7 37.7 37 7 37.7
22 160.00 40 7 40.7 40.7 40 7 40.7
23 200.00 40 9 40.9 40.9 40 9 40.9
24 250.00 40 8 40.8 40.8 40 8 40.8
25 315.00 43.0 43.0 43.0 43.0 43.0
26 400.00 44.9 44.9 44.9 44.9 44.9
27 500.00 48:6 48.6 48.6 48.6 48.6
28 630.00 51.8 51.8 51.8 51.8 51.8
29 800.00 59.3 59.3 59.3 59.3 59.3
30 I000.00 61.7 61.7 61.7 61.7 61.7
31 1250.00 63.3 61.9 66.2 71.2 68.7
32 1600.00 66.8 66.0 64.9 64.2 64.1
33 2000.00 67.7 67.7 65.9 65.2 65.2
34 2500.00 70.7 68.0 66.9 67.7 67.3
35 3150.00 70.6 68.7 67.2 67.6 67.1
36 4000.00 71.6 68.8 67.7 66.8 67.6
37 5000.00 69.9 66.7 65.2 66.0 66.9
38 6300.00 68.4 66.7 63.2 63.8 64.2
39 8000.00 63.8 61.3 60.4 60.0 59.8
40 I0000.00 62.0 55.3 53.7 53.6 52.9
OASPL = 78.7 76.7 75.6 76.6 76.1
PNL = 92.1 89.8 88.8 89.0 88.9 .
PNLT = 92.9 90.6 89.6 91.7 90.8
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TABLE 5-2 (Continued)
TRANSONIC ONE-THIRD OCTAVE RESULTS
JTI5D-INASA LARC OV-I TEST/FLT1471
TIME IN SECONDS = -I.0
THIRD OCTAVEOUTPUTPAGE GE 1.07 GE 3.07 GE 8.16 LRC 7.07
BAND CENTER LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL
NO. FREQ. DB DB DB DB DB
17 50.00 36.6 36.6 36.6 36.6 36.6
18 63.00 37.5 37.5 37.5 37.5 37.5
19 80.00 38.2 38.2 38.2 38.2 38.2
20 I00.00 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0
21 125.00 38.9 38.9 38.9 38.9 38.9
22 160.00 41.6 41.6 41.6 41.6 41.6
23 200.00 43.1 43.1 43.1 43.1 43.1
24 250.00 40.4 40.4 40.4 40.4 40.4
25 315.00 43.4 43.4 43.4 43.4 43.4
26 400.00 44.9 44.9 44.9 44.9 44.9
27 500.00 49.6 49.6 49.6 49.6 49.6
28 630.00 53.0 53.0 53.0 53.0 53.0
29 800.00 61.8 61.8 61.8 61.8 61.8
30 I000.00 63.9 63.9 63.9 63.9 63.9
31 1250 O0 66.8 65.7 66.8 69.4 68.0
32 1600 00 67.7 68.5 66.8 67.6 69.5
33 2000 O0 68.6 70.4 68.8 68.4 71.7
34 2500 O0 71.2 72.6 71.3 71.2 71.7
35 3150 O0 70.5 73.6 71.9 70.7 71.7
36 4000 O0 69.7 74.7 72.7 70.3 71.9
37 5000.00 69.4 73.3 72.0 68.9 69.8
38 6300.00 69.9 74.2 70.3 68.5 67.2
39 8000.00 68.5 70.2 67.9 66.0 64.7
40 10000.00 67.2 66.5 65.3 63.8 64.7
OASPL = 79.4 82.0 80.2 79.2 80.3
PNL = 92.3 95.4 93.6 92.2 93.2




JTILD-INASA LARC OV-I TEST/FLT1471
TIME IN SECONDS = 0.0
THIRD OCTAVEOUTPUTPAGE GE 1.07 GE 3.07 GE 8.16 LRC 7.07
BAND CENTER LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL "
NO. FREQ. DB DB DB DB DB
17 50.00 33 6 33.6 33.6 33.6 33.6
18 63.00 34 8 34.8 34.8 34.8 34.8
19 80.00 36 0 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0
20 I00.00 37 9 37.9 37.9 37.9 37.9
21 125.00 38 7 38.7 38.7 38.7 38.7
22 160.00 40 5 40.5 40.5 40.5 _0.5
23 200.00 41 2 41.2 41.2 41.2 41.2
24 250.00 40.6 40.6 40.6 40.6 40.6
25 315.00 44.5 44.5 44.5 44.5 44.5
26 400.00 47.8 47.8 47.8 47.8 47.8
27 500.00 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0
28 630.00 56.3 56.3 56.3 56.3 56.3
29 800.00 61.5 61.5 61.5 61.5 61.5
30 I000.00 66.1 66.1 66.1 66.1 66.1
31 1250.00 67 7 66.8 67.8 69.9 68.9
32 1600.00 69 4 68.4 68.8 70.6 69.2
33 2000.00 68 6 70.9 71.9 73.1 71.7
34 2500.00 67 7 72.4 71.3 72.1 70.3
35 3150.00 68 5 73.0 71.3 71.6 70.0
36 4000.00 68 0 73.0 71.3 70.6 68.9
37 5000.00 68.8 73,2 71,1 69,5 67,9
38 6300.00 69.7 73.5 74.0 67.6 67.4
39 8000.00 68.9 72.4 70.1 64.9 65.8
40 10000.00 70.4 70.2 68.2 60.6 63.6
OASPL = 79.2 82.0 81.2 80.4 79.2
PNL = 91.2 94.7 93.8 93.0 91.8
PNLT = 91.6 95.1 94.2 93.4 92.3
9O
TABLE 5-3
SUBSONIC ONE-THIRD OCTAVE RESULTS
NASA OV-I @WALLOPS/FLT1481
TIME IN SECONDS = -3.0
THIRD OCTAVE OUTPUTPAGE GE 1.11 GE 3.11 GE 8.22 LRC 7.08
BAND CENTER LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL
NO. FREQ. DB DB DB DB DB
17 50.00 35.3 35.3 35.3 35.3 35.3
18 63.00 36.0 36.0 36.0 36 0 36.0
19 80.00 36.5 36.5 36.5 36 5 36.5
20 100.00 34.9 34.9 34.9 34 9 34.9
21 125.00 34.6 34.6 34.6 34 6 34.6
22 160.00 39.0 39.0 39.0 39 0 39.0
23 200.00 39.7 39.7 39.7 39 7 39.7
24 250.00 37.5 37.5 37.5 37.5 37.5
25 315 O0 37.5 37.5 37.5 37.5 37.5
26 400 O0 39.0 39.0 39.0 39.0 39.0
27 500 O0 43.7 43.7 43.7 43.7 43.7
28 630 O0 47.4 47.4 47.4 47.4 47.4
29 800 O0 53.9 53.9 53.9 53.9 53.9
30 I000 O0 56.7 56.7 56.7 56.7 56.7
31 125000 59.8 57.4 58.1 58.8 58.4
32 1600.00 60.5 58.8 59.9 59.2 58.0
33 2000.00 63.3 62.4 62.7 61.2 62.1
34 2500.00 65.4 63.2 61.7 63.0 63.3
35 3150.00 64.3 62.9 63.4 63.6 62.4
36 4000.00 64.6 63.2 62.6 63.9 63.4
37 5000.00 61.1 60.7 59.9 61.2 61.1
38 6300.00 57.3 57.4 60.2 58.2 57.1
39 8000.00 52.3 51.9 52.4 52.2 51.1
40 10000.00 45.5 42.7 43.4 43.5 42.2
OASPL = 72.1 70.7 70.8 71.0 70.7
PNL = 85.1 83.9 84.0 84.4 83.9





TIME IN SECONDS = -2.0
THIRD OCTAVEOUTPUTPAGE GE I.II GE 3.11 GE 8.22 LRC 7.08
BAND CENTER LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL
NO. FREQ. DB DB DB DB DB
17 50.00 33.9 33.9 33.9 33.9 33.9
18 63.00 34.6 34.6 34.6 34.6 34.6
19 80.00 35.2 35.2 35.2 35.2 35.2
20 I00.00 34.9 34.9 34.9 34.9 34.9
21 125.00 36.2 36.2 36.2 36.2 36.2
22 160.00 39.5 39.5 39.5 39.5 39.5
23 200.00 39.2 39.2 39.2 39.2 39.2
24 250.00 37.0 37.0 37.0 37.0 37.0
25 315.00 38.8 38.8 38.8 38.8 38.8
26 400.00 40.3 40.3 40.3 40.3 40.3
27 500.00 45.4 45.4 45.4 45.4 45.4
28 630.00 50.9 50.9 50.9 50.9 50.9
29 800.00 57.2 57.2 57.2 57.2 57.2
30 1000.00 60.3 60.3 60.3 60.3 60.3
31 1250.00 62.5 61.0 61.6 62.1 61.8
32 1600.00 62.9 63.2 63.2 63.7 62.3
33 2000.00 65.3 66.6 66.9 65.9 65.5
34 2500.00 68.2 67.3 67.7 67.3 66.8
35 3150.00 67.6 68.2 67.7 69.0 68.1
36 4000.00 68.2 67.3 67.7 70.5 68.9
37 5000.00 63.7 66.8 66.5 66.8 66.5
38 6300.00 61.8 64.9 63.8 64.5 63.7
39 8000.00 58.7 59.8 60.2 59.9 59.8
40 I0000.00 53.2 54.3 54.6 55.1 53.2
OASPL = 75.1 75.6 75.6 76.4 75.5
PNL = 88.5 88.9 88.6 90.2 89.1
PNLT = 89.1 89.3 89.1 90.8 89.5
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TABLE 5-3 (Continued)
SUBSONIC ONE-THIRD OCTAVE RESULTS
NASAOV-I@WALLOPS/FLT1481
TIMEIN SECONDS = -I.0
THIRD OCTAVEOUTPUTPAGE GE 1.11 GE 3.11 GE 8.22 LRC 7.08
BAND CENTER LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL
NO. FREQ. DB DB DB DB DB
17 50.00 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 34 0
18 63.00 35.2 35.2 35.2 35.2 35 2
19 80.00 36.2 36.2 36.2 36.2 36 2
20 100.00 36.7 36.7 36.7 36.7 36 7
21 125.00 36.6 36.6 36.6 36.6 36 6
22 160.00 38.9 38.9 38.9 38.9 38 9
23 200.00 41.0 41.0 41.0 41.0 41 0
24 250.00 40.6 40.6 40.6 40.6 40 6
25 315.00 43.2 43.2 43.2 43.2 43 2
26 400.00 44.7 44.7 44.7 44.7 44.7
27 500.00 49.5 49.5 49.5 49.5 49.5
28 630.00 52.9 52.9 52.9 52.9 52.9
29 800.00 59.2 59.2 59.2 59.2 59.2
30 I000.00 62.0 62.0 62.0 62.0 62.0
31 1250.00 64.5 63.9 64.3 64.8 64.3
32 1600.00 65.8 67.3 66.3 66.9 66.6
33 2000.00 68.8 69.0 69.0 70.1 69.2
34 2500.00 71.5 70.9 70.3 71.3 70.9
35 3150.00 70.2 72.2 71.8 71.2 71.8
36 4000.00 69.4 73.5 73.6 70.1 69.4
37 5000.00 67.5 72.2 71.9 69.6 68.2
38 6300.00 66.6 71.0 70.9 68.8 68.2
39 8000.00 65.9 68.8 71.0 67.2 67.4
40 10000.00 63.4 65.8 65.6 64.2 64.3
OASPL = 78.2 80.4 80.4 79.2 78.8
PNL = 91.4 93.9 93.9 92.3 92.3





TIME IN SECONDS = -0.0
THIRD OCTAVEOUTPUTPAGE GE I.II GE 3.11 GE 8.22 LRC 7.08
BAND CENTER LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL "
NO. FREQ. DB DB DB DB DB
17 50.00 35.7 35.7 35.7 35.7 35.7
18 63.00 36.2 36.2 36.2 36.2 36.2
19 80.00 36.5 36.5 36.5 36.5 36.5
20 I00.00 35.6 35.6 35.6 35.6 35.6
21 125.00 37.0 37.0 37.0 37.0 37.0
22 160.00 39.7 39.7 39.7 39.7 39.7
23 200.00 40.7 40.7 40.7 40.7 40.7
24 250.00 41.3 41.3 41.3 41.3 41.3
25 315.00 44.4 44.4 44.4 44.4 44.4
26 400.00 48.2 48.2 48.2 48.2 48.2
27 500.00 51.5 51.5 51.5 51.5 51.5
28 630.00 57.9 57.9 57.9 57.9 57.9
29 800.00 60.3 60.3 60.3 60.3 60.3
30 1000.00 64.6 64.6 64.6 64.6 64.6
31 1250.00 64.6 64.6 64.6 64.6 64.6
32 1600.00 67.1 66.7 68.3 67.0 67.8
33 2000.00 67.9 68.5 68.9 68.4 67.1
34 2500.00 68.0 70.0 70.3 68.1 67.5
35 3150.00 67.6 69.9 69.7 66.4 65.8
36 4000.00 66.8 69.4 69.9 65.5 64.7
37 5000.00 66.4 69.4 70.2 65.4 64.6
38 6300.00 65.4 70.0 70.7 62.7 62.4
39 8000.00 66.2 68.7 70.0 61.7 61.7
40 10000.00 67.6 67.3 68.8 57.9 59.3
OASPL = 77.5 79.0 79.7 76.2 75.9
PNL = 90.0 91.8 92.2 89.0 88.6
PNLT = 90.7 92.7 92.8 89.6 89.2
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Flight 102.4 103.8 108.0
OD/TCS (TreatedAft) 104.1 104.2 110.6
OD/TCS (UntreatedAft) 104.6 106.0 108.4
GE Wind Tunnel 104.1 103.7 113.7
LangleyWind Tunnel 102.2 104.3 -
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5.3 TONAL COMPARISONS
The time historiesof the BPF tone, compressortone, and twice BPF tone
are comparedbetweenflight-measuredand flight-projectedfrom simulated
flighttest data in this subsection. The resultsfor the simulatedflight
non-supersonictip speed BPF situationdisplayconsiderablevariabilityin
patternshapebut relativeagreementin level. The subsonicand transonictip
speed flightresults(Figures5-18 and 5-21) are somewhatdifferentthan the
modal type patternsobservedfor the projections. This tendencysuggeststhat
• refractiveeffectsmay cause smoothingof the directivitiesof thoseacoustic
sourcescontributingto the flightmeasurement. At supersonictip speeds,
Figures5-24(a-c)and 5-25, the patternshapesbetweenflightand flight
projectedresultsare in betteragreementsince the patternsin both
situationscontaina broad hump of concentratedacousticenergyratherthan
many smallerhumps of acousticenergyat the lower enginespeedpoints.
Specificcomparisonssuggestthat similarprojectedtimehistories
patternsexist for Figures5-18(b)and 5-18(d). These figurescomparethe
flightBPF to projectedBPF at 10,500RPM, hence indicatingrelativelygood
agreementbetweentwo differentsimulatedflightresults. A similarsituation
existsfor Figures5-19(a)and 5-19(b)where compressortones for outdoor
situationswith and withouta treatedaft regionindicateexcellent
agreement. The agreementbetweensimulatedflightresultsin these situations
is better than the agreementwith the actualflightmeasureddata.
Figure 5-20 displaysa comparisonof the twiceBPF projectedfrom
outdoorTCS test versus the flightmeasuredresultpatternand level
similarityis achieved. In the transonictip speed case, Figureseries5-21
. and 5-22, the fine structureof the projectedresultsis not matched;however,
satisfactoryoverallagreementis achieved. This overallrelativeagreement
• is demonstratedin Figure5-23 where the outdoorTCS BPF time historyis
comparedto 0.2 secondnarrowbandflight results(as measuredin Section
5.1). It is noted from this figurethat good overallagreementis achieved.
Figure 5-24(a)yieldsvery good tonepatternagreementbetweenthe
untreatedaft outdoorTCS projectedresultsand flightmeasurement. It is


















Figure 5-18a. Comparison of Flight and Flight Projected BPF Time
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Figure5-18b. Comparisonof Flightand FlightProjectedBPF Time
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Figure 5-18c. Comparison of Flight and Flight Projected BPF Time
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Figure 5-18d. Comparison of Flight and Flight Projected BPF Time
Histories for Engine Speed of 10,500 P_M.
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Figure 5-19a. Comparison of Flight and Flight Projected Compressor Tone
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Figure 5-i9b. Comparison of Flight and Flight Projected Compressor Tone
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Figure 5-24a. Comparison of Flight and Flight Projected BPF
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testlconfigurationthan the treatedaft configuration.Again the projected
resultsin Figures5-24(b)and 5-24(c)displaygood agreementbetween
simulatedflightresultsbut not as good agreementto the actual flightdata.
Figure 5-25 shows the comparisonof the flightprojectedand flightmeasured
compressortone at the supersonicfan speed condition. The projectedtone
displaysa broad concentratedacousticenergyhump at 0.5 secondsto overhead
location,while the flightmeasuredresultspeaks at a slightlydifferent
locationon the time scale.
• 5.4 BLADE MOUNTEDTRANSDUCERANALYSIS
The rotor blade mountedtransducerswere analyzedusing a varietyof
methods to obtaindetailedinformationregardingtheir signatures.
Traditionalmethodsof obtainingthe averagedwavefonnand standarddeviation
for 500 Averages,i.e.,500 revolutions,were accomplished(References5-1 and
5-2). In addition,the enhancedspectrum,averagedspectrum,and the random
spectrumof varioustransducerswere determined. The enhancedspectrumis the
Fouriertransformof the averagedwaveform,whereasthe averagedspectrumis
the Fouriertransformof individualdata sampleswhich are then averagedin
the Frequencydomain. The randomspectrumis obtainedby removingthe
averagedwaveformfrom each individualdata samplethen processingas if an
averagedspectrumwere being determined.
A summaryof the rotor blade mountedresultsfor the differentialof
(H-K) are displayedin Figures5-26 through5-37. The differentialpressure
(H-K) is displayedsince in the succeedingsectionsthis informationis
utilizedto make predictionsof the farfieldtone directivity. The most
dominantfeaturein many of the figuresis the existenceof a strong six per "
revolutioncomponent. This componentis most obviousin the waveforms,.
attributableto the existenceof six engine supportstruts,and has been
investigatedas an acousticsourcein References5-2, 5-3 and 5-4. Another
prevalentfeaturein the (H-K)BMT waveformsand spectrais the existenceof a
sixty-sixper revolutioncomponentwhich is observedin Figures5-27, 5-28 and
5-33. The sixty-sixper revolutioncomponentis due to the sixty-sixstator
bladesbehind the rotor. Other harmoniccomponentswhich are presentin the
spectrumare not as deterministicin originand thusmust be attributableto
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Figure 5-37. B_IT_esults for JTI5D Outdoor Test (TCS) at Engine Speed of 13,500 RPM.
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An interestingfeaturenoted from the BMT results,Figure 5-27, is the
existenceof relativelystrongfrequencycomponentscorrespondingto the one
per revolutionand six per revolutionvalues in the random spectrum. This
featureindicatesthat the periodiccomponentsobservedin the enhanced
spectrumare not purely sinusoidalat this speed condition. Thus, at subsonic
speedsa portionof the acousticradiatedenergymay be modulatedin strength
due to its non-periodicnature. A more detaileddiscussionof BMT resultsfor
individualtransducersis containedin Reference5-6.
Anotherinterestingfeatureof the BMT resultsis comparingthe
waveformsand standarddeviationsfor Figures5-30 and 5-31 where TCS and
non-TCScases are presentedrespectivelyfor an engine speed of 11,500RPM.
Significantlyhigher standarddeviationsfor the non-TCScase comparedto the
TCS case are noted. The enhancedspectrumfor the TCS case also displayed
much more high frequencyperiodicactivitythan the enhancedspectrumfor the
non-TCScase. These effectsinfluencethe projectedtone energyfrom the BMT





6.0 TONAL PREDICTIONMETHODSAND PROCEDURES
In the generation and radiation of tones with frequencies proportional
to the fundamental and harmonics of blade passing fequencies, the noise
sources are usually the unsteady aerodynamics fields induced on the rotating
blades and vanes. Several mechanisms contribute to such unsteady forces
depending on fan geometry. From a noise control point of view, it is relevant
to know which mechanism is dominant. The aerodynamic field over a blade or
vane becomes unsteady when the angle of incidence is unsteady.
For a rotor blade, a time dependent angle of incidence can be due to
• circumferential non-uniformity of the mean flow and
• presence of turbulence in the inlet flow field including
turbulence in the boundary layer.
Inlet mean flow distortion can be caused by inlet droop, suction of
large scale vortex structure (for static tests without inflow control
structures), the potential flow fields of stator vanes, struts and pylons, and
wakes of intrusive elements in the inlet.
For a stator vane, a time dependent angle of incidence is associated
with the rotating wakes of the rotor blades and associated turbulence. The
angle of incidence variation usuallf has a periodic and a random component.
The efficiency of acoustic radiation by the unsteady aerodynamic forces
is not only a function of the amplitude but also of the relative phase from
. blade to blade (or vane to vane) and of the coherence (chordwise and spanwise)
for each blade or vane. The unsteady aerodynamic forces excite spinning and
radial duct modes whose amplitude and relative phase distribution is dependent
on the above mentioned phase and coherence distributions. The level and
directivity of the noise radiated to the farfield depend on the propagation




In the generationand radiationof tonesproportionalto blade passing
frequencies,severalmechanismsare known to existwithin the fan and
compressor. Some of these are:
1. rotor/turbulence interaction,
2. rotorlinflowdistortioninteraction,






7. scatteringby a rotatingblade row of acousticfieldsgenerated
downstreamof rotatingblade row.
Exceptfor item 7, each one of the abovenoise sourceshas its origin
in the unsteadyaerodynamicforce inducedon the bladesor on the vanes,due
to modificationin the angle of the incidentGlow field. Of thisunsteady
aerodynamicpressurefluctuation,only a fractionis emittedupstreamand
downstreamas acousticwaves. This fractionis what is commonlyknown as
aeroacousticefficiency;it is a functionof not only the amplitudeand phase
distributionof the aerodynamicfluctuatingfieldbut also of the aeroacoustic
propertiesof duct modes.
A blade mountedtransducerrespondsto the unsteadypressurefield
which comprisesnot only the localunsteadyaerodynamicfield (of which only a
fractioncorrespondsto the acousticfieldof the local source)but also to
acousticfieldsemittedfrom other sources. However,it may be expectedthat
contributiono£ the localunsteadyaerodynamicfieldwould be dominant.
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In the analytical modelling of noise emission from unsteady aerodynamic
fields, it is the unsteady lift (that is, the differential pressure between
the suctionand pressureside of the blade)that is relevant. Such unsteady
lift is usually decomposed into unsteady thrust and unsteady torque
components. Each componentcouplessomewhatdifferentlyto the acoustic
fields.
" The specific objective of this section is to describe the methodology
for fan tone noise source identification and decomposition of the farfield, by
on-Rotor Blade and Stator Vane Mounted Instrumentation Data Analysis and
Application of Theoretical Modelling Concepts. The approach adopted is the
following:
• DevelopBlade MountedTransducer(BMT)data analysistechniquesto
provideinputparametersfor existingfan sourcenoise mechanism
models
• Predict farfield noise radiation pattern and compare with farfield
acoustic measurement
• Evaluate hypotheses and assumptions made to achieve prediction.
The fundamentalareas addressedin the succeedingsubsectionsshallbe
for periodicacousticsourcemechanisms,turbulent(random)acousticsource
mechanisms,rotor-statorinteractionnoise, and radiationmodelling.
The fundamental hypothesis used to achieve predictions of the periodic
portionof the acousticsourceis that the differentialpressure (gP)
measuredon the blade is equalbut oppositeto the fluctuatingforce per unit
area appliedto the fluid at this location. Thus, the thrustand torque
componentscan be directlyobtainedby multiplyingthe measuredpressure
(gP)by the localblade staggerangle componentsat the measurement
location. The total pressureappliedto the fluidbecomesan integralover
the blade surfaceas is indicatedin Reference6-3. This integralis
approximatedby obtainingspanwiseand chordwisecorrelationlengthsusing a
coherencefunctiontechnqiue. The signalsfrom two blade mountedtransducers
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on opposite sides of a rotor blade (H and K) are directly differenced in the
time domain. This signal is then digitized and stored for processing using
the enhancement procedure described in Subsection 5.4.
The coherence between individual transducers (H-J), (H-l), and (H-G)
are used to estimate correlation lengths as follows:
Spanwise Correlation Length = dH_ I * CH_ I + dH_GCH_ G
Chordwise Correlation Length = dH_ J * CH_J
where the d refers to the distance between transducers and the C refers to the
coherence value determined via analysis of the signals. The physical
locations of the transducers H, I, J and G is shown schematically in Figure
3-24. These lengths are multiplied by the H-K enhanced pressure levels to
yield the sound power level at the source.
The measurement of the spanwise and chordwise distributions of the
actual unsteady pressure field is desirable and requires several blade mounted
transducers on the pressure and suction sides. However, due to the limited
number of permissible transducers, it was judged that location represented a
reasonable compromise being neither in the outer wall boundary layer nor too
closetothehub.
The phase between transducers H and J is illustrated in Figure 6-1
where the slope at high frequencies indicated an acoustic wave whereas at
lower frequencies the lower slope corresponds to aerodynamic time delays hence
the assumptions made are believed to be adequate for these predictions.
This procedure yields the harmonic BNT power level components from
which circumferential mode power level components are computed. The
assumption is made that only the lowest order radial mode is present which is
a reasonable approximation for high circumferential modes close to cut-on. In
general, much of the circumferential mode energy is transported via these
higher order circumferential modes.
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Figure 6-I. Phase Angle Plot between BMT "H" and BMT "J".
6.2 TURBULENT(RANDOM)ACOUSTICSOURCEEVALUATION
The interaction of the fluid turbulence with the rotating blade also
produces noise. The analytical models appropriate to this problem are
documented in References 6-2 and 6-3 where the random turbulence components
required for input to the analytical models are those based on pitch line
quantities. It was felt that the measurements obtained on Blade Mounted
Transducer G (BMT G) were most representative of the required input.
4
The inputs required to these models (refer to Figure 6-2) are the
turbulent axial length scale (£a) and transverse length scale (It) and
the axial and transverse turbulent intensity (u'a and u't). In addition,
details of fan geometry and flow condition are necessary. The methodology
utilized to estimate these quantities was as follows:
• Estimate _ from correlation of BMT G in the axial direction.
a
• Estimate _t from previous experience as a function of the
ratio of £a/£t"
• Estimate u' from a correlation to hot wire measurements of
a
u' versus BMT G standard deviation (_) psi.
a
• Estimate u' from previous experience as a function of a ratiot
of u' /U'
t a
The results of these parametric derivations are presented in Figures
6-3 to 6-5. The values of u' /u are correlated versus _psi in Figure
a a
6-3 with the resultant values of _ shown for the other test cases. A sample
determination of the length scales is shown in Figure 6-4(a) and 6-4(b) where
the correlation length of BMT G for the outdoor TCS case and the Hot Wire
non-TCS case are displayed. The BMT G length (_x is assumed to be
representative of the hotwire length (_a) for these calculations. This
equivalence was generally found to be acceptable when the BMT G signal was
filtered to remove higher frequencies (>I00 Hz). This finding is consistent
with the phase plot shown in Figure 6-I which illustrated that at low
frequencies propagation was principally aerodynamic.
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Figure 6-5. BMT G Correlation Results for Various Engine Speeds.
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The lengthsscalesutilizedin the acousticdeterminationsto follow
were assumedto be independentof speed based on resultsof correlations. In
Figure6-5, the correlationfor BMT G for 3 speedsillustratethat this
assumptionhas merit. It was found that considerablevariationin length
scale would occur circumferentiallyand many correlationswere performedto
selectthe largestlengthscale. An illustrationof this variationis shown
in Figures6-6(a),(b),and (c) where carpetplots of the pressurevariation
of BMT G are displayed. These figuresalso generallyshow the differencein
with variousenvironment.Note that considerablemaskingof lengthscales
is imposedbecausethe data has not been filteredat I00 Hz. A summaryof the
lengthscale parametersused for the acousticdeterminationsis presentedin
Table 6-1.
TABLE 6-1
Environment £x ~£a ix/it
Flight 16' 200
Wind Tunnel 24' 300
Outdoor (TCS) 36' 300
Outdoor (No TCS) 180' 300
6.3 ROTOR-STATORINTERACTIONSOURCEEVALUATION
The evaluationof the acousticsourceon the statorvane is
accomplishedin a manner similarto that on the blade. The differential
pressureon the statoris determinedfrom transducersF and D as indicatedin
Figure6-7. The coherencebetweenD and C and D and E is then used to
determinea blade loadingarea to make a power estimateof the rotor-stator
duct mode. In the JTI5D case the 28 bladesand 66 vanes introducea 10th
order circumferentialduct mode. The statordata is displayedin Figure6-8
with the predictionof the 2nd harmonicfarfielddirectivityin Figure6-9.
The relativephase betweenthe variouslocationson the statorare shown in
Figure6-10(a,b and c). These figuresalso show the variabilityof the
waveformas the tip of the blade is approached. These influencescan affect




























Figure 6-6c. Langley Wind Tunn_.l BMT "G" at 12_000 RPM
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Figure 6-7. Schematic of Stator BMT Locations.
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Figure 6-8. Display of Stator Data
Harmonic No. = 2 Circum. Mode No. = 10
Blade No. = 28 Radial Mode No. = 0
Frequency = 10628 Hz PWL, dB = 123.3
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Figure 6-10. Relative Phase Between theVarious Locations on the Stator
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6.4 ACOUSTICRADIATIONMODELLING
The determinationof the acousticsourcemodal levelsis the initial
step in the predictionprocedurewhose end resultis the estimatedfarfield
tone directivity. Once the mode levelat the sourcehas been computed,the
propagationdown the duct and the radiationof sound from the inlet faceneed
to be evaluated. A relativelysimplemodel to performthese computationsis
presentedin Reference6-5. This model was utilizedto make the computations
presentedin the followingsection. The model does not take intoaccountthe
phasingeffectsbetweenmodes such as in the more sophisticatedapproachof
Reference6-6;however,it does an adequatejob when a singlemode is present
or when a largenumberof modes are present. In the situationwhere only two
modes are present,then the phasingbetweenthe modes can greatlyinfluence
the farfielddirectivityas illustratedin Figure6-11 whose resultswere
computedusing the lattermodel.
To show the sensitivityof farfielddirectivityon relativephasing,
one case has been computedusing analysisbased on Reference6-6.
The results of Figure 6-11 were derived for two circumferential modes ..
of equal power but with different phase angles between them. Note that when
modes propagate in a duct, the phase angle between various modes changes
continuously such that the inlet length becomes a governing criteria for
phasing effects. In the calculations performed during the course of this
program, these phases were computed; however, due to the large number of modes
which contribute energy to the farfield, the use of the more sophisticated
model was not warranted.
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Figure 6-11. Radiation Model Schematic.
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Figure 6-12. Far-Field Directivity for Spinning Modes (16, 0) and (22, 0)






The methodsdelineatedin Section6.0 are appliedto the Blade and Vane
mountedtransducerresultsto derivepredictionsof the tonal directivityat
one and two times the Blade PassageFrequencyat the nominal10,500RPH engine
speed. Four test environmentsare utilizedin this assessmentto encompassa
wide varietyof conditionsfor which the tone directivltiesare evaluated.
The data sets are all predictedat a 3.66 m, (12 ft) radiusfrom the fan such
. that inlet lengtheffectsare accountedfor in the predictedtone
directivities.
The four test environmentsfor which the tone predictionsare
accomplishedare combinedinto the next three subsections. Subsection7.1
deals with the predictionof tones in the wind tunnelmeasurement
environment. Subsection7.2 deals with the outdoormeasurementenvironment
where testingwas performedwith and withouta turbulencecontroldevice
installedon the front of the engine. Subsection7.3 pertainsto the
predictionof tones using internalenginedata as measuredduringflight
tests. For each environmentthree enginespeedsare used which categorically
can be labelledsubsonic,transonicand supersonicfan tip speed cases.
7.1 WIND TUNNELTONE PREDICTIONS
The predictionof wind tunnel toneswas accomplishedusing the BMT
resultspresentedin Figures7-I and 7-2. The largestharmonicvalues
contributingto the spinningduct mode energiesare tabulatedin Table 7-1.
The methodologyutilizedto make the tonepredictionswas discussedin Section "
. 6.0. The BMT resultsshown in Figure 7-1 and 7-2 generallyhave surprisingly
high coherencevaluesalong the blade leadingedge implyingthe possiblityof
existingcorrelatedradialmodes. Due to the limitednumberof spanwise
• transducers,no attempthas been made to resolvethe spinningmodal
contributionsinto their respectiveradialmodal contents. The chordwise
- coherence[Figure?-l(d)and 7-2(d)]is low except for isolatedharmonics.
This impliesa compactline of acousticstrengthalong the blade leadingedge
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PRINCIPALMODES AND POWER LEVELSFOR TONE PREDICTIONS
Approximate (Mode,PWL)
EngineSpeed(RPM)
XI000 LWT TC8 No-TCS FLT "
16,118.0 22,110.7 18,106.2
20,116.6 3,93.3 8,101.7
10.5 (BPF) 20,135.6 17,109.1 7,89.4 15,100.4
13,126.7 9,108.1 11,93.4 10,98.1
91107.7 15,96.4
18,88.6
10.5 (2 BPF) 8,107.8 10,116.4 10,100.9 10,98.7
" 10,!21.3 16,111.6 16,102.9
16,117.5


















The predictionof the Wind Tunnel BPF and twice BPF for an enginespeed
of 10,500RPM are displayedin Figures 7-3 and 7-4. These fiEurescomparethe
measured tonal directivitiesto the predicteddlrectivitiesusing discrete
(periodic)and randomblade leadingcomponents. The predictionsEenerally
overestimatethe randomportionof the tonal enerEywhile the periodic
predictionsdemonstraterelativeagreementin terms of level. The shape of
the directivitypatternfor this speed conditionis very non-descript,"thus
indicatingthe contributionsof many modes of similaramplitudesas is also
impliedby the BMT evaluation.
In this respect,the BMT's were useful. The secondharmonic
determinationis sliEhtlybetter as the rotor-statorinteractionmodes are
presentand show up in the directlvity. The mode numbersassociatedwith the
core statorinteractionis 15 whereasthe bypass statorinteractionnoise
producesa mode numberof i0. Both modes spin counterto the rotor;however,
in the analysisutilizedthis is not a distinguishablefeature. A plot of the
BPF directivityfor the GE Wind Tunnel configurationis presentedin Figure
7-5 which shows that a directivityhump in the 55° area not observedin the
Langleydata which is comparedin this figure.The spinninEmode numberwhich
would producethis effectwould be 16; however,BMT data is not availableto
evaluatethis observation. It is noted that the LangleyBMT data at this
speed point does not producea significant12/revcomponentwhich would give
rise to the 16th order mode.
Comparisonof measuredand predicteddirectivitiesat 12,000RPM are
shown in Figure 7-6. At angles8 < 70° the predictedlevelsfor both the
• periodicand the randomcomponentsare I0 to 15 dB too high.
b 7.1.2 SUPERSONICWIND TUNNELEVALUATION
The dominantfeatureof the supersonicspeed conditionis the
" rotor-alonefield. Other modal amplitudescontributeto a lesserdegreeto
the predictedtone dlrectivltyat this speed point. Reasonablygood agreement
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Figure 7-3. Comparison of Measured Wind Tunnel BPF Tone Directivity with BPF
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Figure 7-4. Comparison of Measured Wind Tunnel Directivity at 2 X BPF with
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Figure 7-6. Comparison of Measured Wind Tunnel BPF Tone Directivity with BPF
Predictions of Periodic and Random Acoustic Sources.
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the rotor-alonefield,since no LangleyWind Tunneldirectivityis available
at this speedpoint. The GE wind tunnelBPF tone directivityis presentedin
Figure 7-7.
7.2 OUTDOORSTATICEVALUATION
The outdoorstatictest tone evaluationsare presentedfor turbulence
controlledand non-turbulencecontrolledconditionsin this subsection. The
Blade MountedTransducerresultsutilizedto performthe tonepredictionsare
displayedin Figures7-8 through7-13. Generally,it is noted that the
coherencevalues for the non-turbulencecontrolledsituationare significantly
lower as comparedto the turbulencecontrolledenvironment. Also, when the
turbulencecontrolledBMT resultsare comparedto theirwind tunnel
counterpartsin Subsection7.1, it is noted thatmuch less low frequency
spanwisecoherenceis presentand only selectedharmonics(principally1 and
6) producehigh coherencevaluesover the entireblade surface.
7.2.1 TURBULENCECONTROLLEDAND NON-TURBULENCECONTROLLEDSUBSONICFAN SPEED
Measuredand predictedtonal directivitiesfor the BPF and twiceBPF of
the JTI5D fan are presentedin Figures7-14 through7-17 for turbulence
controlledand non-turbulencecontrolledoutdoorstatictests. Relatively
good agreementfor the turbulencecontrolledcase (Figures7-15 and 7-17) is
achieved. Significantdifferencesbetweenthe angulardistributionof energy
remains;however,some structuralsimilaritiesare noted for the turbulence
controlledenvironment. Again the predictionsbased on random sources
(rotor-turbulenceinteraction)overestimatethe measuredacousticfarfield
strength. It is interestingto note, however,that the relativedifference
betweenthe non-turbulencecontrolledrandompredictionand the turbulence
controlledrandompredictionare of the same relativedifferentialas that
measured. This observationis based on the assessmentthat the periodic
sourcesin the non-turbulencecontrolledsituationare very incoherentand
thus the measureddirectivityis a goodmeasureof the randomsource
contribution.The conclusionthat the periodicsourcesare incoherentis
borne out by the BMT resultsof the previoussubsectionand lead to the low
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Figure 7-8. BMT Results for Turbulence Controlled Outdoor Static
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Figure 7-15. Comparison of Measured Outdoor Static (TCS) BPF Tone Directivity
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Figure 7-16. Comparison of Measured Outdoor Static (no TCS) Twice BPF Tone Directivity
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Figure 7-17. Comparison of Measured Outdoor Static (TCS) Twice BPF Tone Directivity with
Twice BPF Predictions of Periodic and _ndom Acoustic Sources (10,500 RPM).
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7.2.2 (TCSAND NON-TCS)TRANSONICTIP SPEED
Distinctivedifferencesbetweenthe turbulencecontrolled(TCS)and
non-turbulencecontrolled(non-TCS)BPF directivitiesare apparentin the near
transonicspeed regime. The non-TCSdirectivitypatternappearsto be
turbulencedominatedwhile the TCS case is very lobular. The directivity
patternsare predictedat 11,500RPM since BMT data for the TCS case was not
availableat 11,800or 12,000RPM where very unique BPF directivitypatterns
were observed(Figures7-18 and 7-19). The agreementbetweenpredictedand
measuredpatternsfor a fan speed of 11,500RPM is shown in Figures7-20 and
7-21. The TCS case appearsto be distortiondominatedas the predictionalso
indicates,whereasthe non-TCSpatternappearsto be turbulencedominated
again as suggestedby the predictedresults. The turbulencepredictedlevel
is again high which may in part be the resultof the modal powersbeing
non-sdditlvein the sense that phasingeffectsbetweenvariousmodes may
diminishtheir radiationefficiencyas discussedin Subsection6.4.
The unique directivitypatterns (Figure7-19) observedfor the TCS case
at 11,800 and 12,000 RPMstrongly suggest the existence of the 22nd order mode
in combinationwith a 16th order mode and thus the discussionin Subsection
6.3 is very relevantto these directivitypatterns. Unfortunately,the
necessaryBMT informationat these speedsto performpredictionswas not
available,and thus a check of the proceduresused for periodicacoustic
source evaluationcouldnot be made.
7.2.3 (TCSAND NON-TCS)SUPERSONICTIP SPEED
The supersonictip speed case is again dominatedby the rotor-alone
field,i.e., 28th ordermode. The other distortionrelatedmodal energies
contributeand providereasonablygood predictionsof the tone directlvities
for both the TCS and non-TCSsituationsas shown in Figures7-22 and 7-23,
respectively. At this speed point the turbulencepredictionsoverestimatethe
measuredlevelby a largemargin;however,the turbulencerelateddirectivity
shape is peakedmore towardthe centralanglesas opposedto the shallowangle
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Figure 7-20. Comparison of Measured Outdoor Static (no TCS) BPF Tone Directivity with
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Figure 7-21. Comparison of Measured Outdoor Static (TCS) BPF Tone Directivity with BPE
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Figure 7-22. Comparison of Measured Outdoor Static (TCS) BPF Tone Directivity with BPF
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Figure 7-23. Comparison of Measured Outdoor Static (no-TCS) BPF Tone Directivity with BPF
Predictions of Perodic and Random Acoustic Sources (13,500 RPM).
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7.3 FLIGHT EVALUATION
The BMT resultsused to predictflighttonal directivitiesare
presentedin Figures?-24 to 7-26. The directivitiesare computedon a 3.66m
(12 ft) arc for consistencyto the other data sets. The measuredflighttone
time historyis then convertedback to an equivalent3.66m (12 ft) arc
conditionfor these comparisons. The flightBMT resultsdisplaycoherence
near the tip region as the H and I values indicate. Strongcoherenceis also
displayedfor the six and sixty-sixcomponentsassociatedwith strutsand
statorsrespectivelyat the 10,435and 11,924RPM fan speeds.
7.3.1 SUBSONICTIP SPEED
The flight subsonic tone is barely visible in the narrowband spectra as
was shown in Subsection 5.1; hence, it is interesting to observe that the BMT
distortion related tone directivity is also very low (Figure 7-27). In this
sense, relative agreement between the BMT predicted result and the flight
measurement is achieved.
The twice BPF resultsare presentedin Figure 7-28where the hump of
energynear 90° is not predictedand the high frequencyabsorptionmasks any
measurabledirectivityat shallowangles,i.e., less than 20°.
7.3.2 TRANSONICTIP SPEED
The BMT projected BPF tone directivity (Figure 7-29) is dominated by
the 61rev component;however,the flightmeasuredtone directivityis not
nearly as distinctindicatingthat propagationeffectsmay play an important
. role in smoothingout of the tone directivltypatterns. The generallevel
betweenthe pro_ectedand measuredresultsis in satisfactoryagreement.
• 7.3.3 SUPERSONICTIP SPEED
The flight supersonic tip speed case, Figure 7-30, again reflects the
large energy hump attributable to the rotor-alone field which energizes the
28th order acoustic mode and dominates the tonal directivity. Reasonably good
prediction is achieved from the periodic portion of the BMT data; however,
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Figure 7-26. BMT Results for Flight Test at 13,403 RPM.
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Figure 7-27. Comparison of Determined Flight BPF Tone Directivity _-ith BPF
- Perdictions of Periodic and Randome Acoustic Sources (10,435 RPM).
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Figure7-28. Comparisonof DeterminedFlightTwice BPF Tone Directivitywith BPF
Predictionsof Periodicand RandomAcousticSources(10,534RPM).
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Figure 7-29. Comparison of Determined Flight BPF with BPF Predictions of Periodic
And Random Acoustic Sources (11,924 RPM).
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Figure 7-30. Comparison of Determined Flight BPF with BPF Predictions of Periodic






The conclusions reached as a result of the data comparisons made and
predictions accomplished are as follows:
.
• The broadband noise levels in flight are on the order of 5 dB lower
for the flight case than for the TCS projected to flight case and
3 dB lower for the Wind Tunnel projected to flight case over the
• angular range from 40 to 70 degrees. At shallow angles, from 15 to
25 degrees, the flight broadband is slightly higher (<2 dB) than
projected for either the TCS or Wind Tunnel cases with reasonable
agreement occurring near 30" and near 90" angles.
• The BPF tone levels are in relative agreement between projected and
flight measured with the following exceptions:
The TCS projected to flight tone is slightly higher than the Wind Tunnel
projected to flight tone and both are generally higher than the flight
measured level by a few decibels.
The Multiple Pure Tones are lower in flight than projected using TCS data and
much lower than Wind Tunnel data. The disagreement in many instances is
greater than I0 dB.
• Integrated noise level parameters (EPNL) are adequate for subsonic
• and transonic engine speeds; however, discrepancies of greater than
5 dB at supersonic speeds exist due to the large disagreement in
• MPT noise.
• The Blade MountedTransduceris a useful diagnostictool to assist
- in sourceevaluation;however,betterunderstandingof the test
resultsis requiredto make predictionsof tone farfield
directivitiesusing currentpredictionprocedures. The initial
attemptto performthis evaluationcan be termedencouraging;
however,betterBHT aerodynamicand aeromechanicalunderstanding
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The atmosphericabsorptionof sound is accountedfor using the
procedureoutlinedin DOT-TST-75-87,"Reviewof ExperimentalData in Support
of a ProposedNew Method for ComputingAtmosphericAbsorptionLosses,"by L.
, Sutherland.
a _ atmosphericabsorptionloss coefficient(dBlft)






avib(02)& avib(N2) molecular absorptionlossesfor vibration
relaxationof oxygen (02) and nitrogen (N2)
moleculesrespectively.




avib 8.686 Pmax (f/c)* (f/fm)2/[l+(f/fm)2]
c 1087.01* T/273.15 (acousticvelocityin ft/sec,
dry air)
_max(O2) (4_135)* .20948* (8o/T)2
e-_O/Tl[l_e-8O/T]2





ps/p ° 10120.5318 - (2929/T) - 4.922 log (T)]/p.
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h RH * (Ps/Po) , RH - relative humidity
05 + h
fm (02) (24 + 44100 h [1391+ h ]) * [P*/(T/293)0"5]
173
fm (N2) (9 + 350 h e-3"763 [(293/T) -i]).[P*(T/293)]
The quantities_msx and fm are the maximumlossper wavelenEthand
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